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Princeton, Kentucky, Thursday, March 1, 1945

Number 34

orker's Rally Opens Red Cross Drive Here

. Shoulders Is
For Unity And Peace
President
rm Bureau
PROCLAMATION
By the President of the United States

b•••••••••••••••

Country Club To
Expand Facilities
for Entertainment

Whereas, under the provisions ing no barriers of creed or race
of its Congressional charter, the and
Addition To Clubhouse
American National Red Cross,
Whereas
this
organization,
Planned, With More
Is
in this fourth year of the war,
dhich represents a tangible exVaried
Program For
is fulfilling its obligations to pression
of the desire of the
ear
Members
All
comfort our wounded, to cheer
people to reach out to the NaShoulders, Cobb, was
Members of the Princeton
and help our servicemen
on tion's fighting men, now far
president; Willis TrayCountry Club are in for the best
every
removed
from
them,
fighting
and
which
front,
and
to
e 1, vice president, and
is entirely dependent on volun- year in all around recreation and
Icitenn, Route 3, secre- provide as. esaential link betary contributions to carry out relaxation at the clubhouse and
tween
these
7nen
and
their famisurer of the Caldwell
its purposes, is issuing to every grounds south of town in the
lies at home, hereby relieving
arm Bureau at the ancitizen of this country its 1945
place's history, an officer said
ting of that organization anxiety and restoring hope to appealfor a minimum War Fund
this week, due to plans already
all those who are suffering and of $200,000,000;
Eastside School, Saturin need of aide; and
Now, therefore, I, Franklin D. under way for expansion of faci. 24. About 150 members,
Whereas this organization is Roosevelt, President of the Unit- lities and an improved program
lea and guests attended. helping the people at home to ed States
of America, and Presi- of entertainment calculated to
•rs chosen were R. P. stand firmly behind our fighting dent of the American National interest adults and young folks.
donia; J. J. Koon, Fre- men through its collection of Red Cross, do hereby designate
The small clubhouse is being
cute 3; H. 0. Beckner, blood for our wounded, its ship- the month of March 1945 as renovated and refurnished now,
, Rt. 1; C. K. MeNeeley, ment of food pargels, medical Red Cross Month, confident in Merle Drain, chairman of the
Springs, Route 3; Roy supplies, and comfort items to the readiness of the people to house committee, said Tuesday,
Cobb; Urey Cook, Cobb our prisoners of war in •enemy respond to the utmost of their and plans have been approved
M. Sells, Star Route No. hands, its production of surgical ability in support
of this or- by the board of directors looking
Horning, Star Route' No. dressings, and its recruitment ganization
built by their gener- toward construction of an addip Oates, Route 1; H. K. of nurses for our Army and ous contributions
in the past tion to this building, to be 30 by
ms, Star Route 6; W. G. Navy; and
and dedicated to their services 60 feet in dimensions, which will
11, Route 3; W. K. CrawWhereas the American Nation- in this hour of increasing need. provide more room for assemblies
ute 3; W. K. Crawford. al Red Cross is also carrying on
In witness whereof, I have and parties.
; John Mahan, Route 2, its peacetime activities
The clubhouse has been sealed,
by as- hereunto set my hand and causP. Brown, Route 3. W. sisting the civilian victims
of ed the seal of the United States repainted and repaired, Mr. Drain
ford was also chosen in- tornado, flood,
said, and will be ready for an
and other cis- lf America to be affixed.
representative.
entertainment, for all members,
asters, and by training
the
Done at the City of Washingrs were Harper Gatton, people of our Nation to
combat ton this 19th day of January in scheduled for Saturday night,
ville; John H. Cox, dis- sickness
and accident and thus the year of our Lord nineteen March 20. There will be music,
anizer for the Kentucky to prevent
suffering and death; hundred. and forty-five, and of games and light refreshments.
reau, Madisonville; Mrs.
Plans for the addition to the
and
the Independence of the United
cLeod, president of the
Whereas, by the very nature States of America the one hund- house, which it is believed can
• d Women of the Kenbe completed late this summer,
of its services and the principles red and sixty-ninth.
arm Bureau Federation,
call for men's and women's lockfor which it stands the Ameri- By the President:
ville; William G. Duners and showers to be installed in
can National Red Cross is helpFranklin D. Roosevelt. the old building, the central porte director, Kentucky
ing to build a world of unity and Joseph C. Grew
ureau Federation, Hoption of which will be retained as
peace and brotherhood, recogniz- Acting Secretary of State.
, and W. P. Oldham.
it is for a lounge. The portion

Attend Annual
ting Here Satur; Discuss Program

-town guests included W.
y, president of the Lyon
Farm Bureau; Aubrey
county agent, Lyon
W. D. Talbert, county
hristian county.
announced that 101
An urgent request to support
have paid their dues to
legislation
that would enforce
ty Farm Bureau for
of
the
Tydings
e membership goal is observance
•ch is expected to be ex- Amendment, which has for its
his year, leaders said.
purpose the deferment of es945 program 4,f the Caldsential farm workers, was made
m Bureau was outlined
by J. E. Stanford, executive secussed. Some of its tearetary of the Kentucky Farm
Support of more farmBureau Federation, in a letter
et roads, electrification
to
Kentucky Senators and Confarm homes, better edufacilities for farm child- gressmen this week.
Stanford said, "We are fully
ppose diversion of gasoes to any purpose other aware of the pressing needs for
hway improvement and more men in the Armed Forces,
for refunds to farmers but at the same time realize
paid on gasoline used that hundreds of Kentucky farms
ors and stationery en- are going tc be unable to opich do not use the high- erate this year if the practice of
ppose placing., of lower taking essential and irreplaceprices on dark tobacco able farm labor into military
ir cured tobacco, and to service is continued."
"The fact that the average
in movements to imwork day of the farmer is alral living conditions.
most double that of the war
plant worker, coupled with the
frequently repeated and apparently well-founded charge that
many industrial plants are
hoarding
bor, con
eft

Farmers Unfairly Treated
In Draft, Stanford Says

-Marion Road
Resurfaced
way Department
On Rock Asphalt
Job

bids for constructing
lea of rock asphalt seal
on the Princeton-Maray, from the north cormit of Princeton to the
rporate limit of Marasked for in an official
ment of the State
Department appearing
sue of The Leader.
ids are to be received
Highway Department
fice, in Frankfort, until
k in the morning of
3, at which time they
opened and read, the
ment states.
cad is blacktop now,
rfaced with blacktop in
is in fairly good conforms an important
g link with U. S. 80,
mush traveled route.

Pvt. Winfred Williamson
Is Killed In Action,
Wife Here Is Notified
Word was received here Tuesday by his wife from the War
Department stating that Pvt.
Winfred Williamson was killed
In action February 12, in Germany. Private Williamson entered
the Army in August and had
been overseas only a few weeks.
His wife, the former Kathleen
Stone, and little daughter, Melva
Joyce, reside here with her mother, Mrs. T. R. Stone, E Market
street.

Red Cross Gets $6.35
From Sale Of Burley

Twelve pounds of burley tobacco, entries in the First National Bank's tobacco show in
January, was taken to the Hopkinsville
market
by
Claud
Storms, Cobb, and
sold. It
brought 57 cents a pounds for
a total of 118.35, and this money
I Presbyterians
was donated- tO the Red Cross.
ew Minister
Henry Sevison, president of the
rs of the Central Pros- bank, said Tuesday.
Church voted to extend
the Rev. Donal WilCircuit Court Term
noxville, Tenn., to the
of that church at a Opens Here March 5
• tional meeting Sunday ,"March term of Caldwell Cir. The Rev. Mr. Wilmoth cuit Court will convene here
event pastor of a sorb- Monday with 27 new suits, filed
church near Knoxville since the October term, added

ached here remint/y. Ile to the docket, la of which are
. Judge N. J'.$,
'1111%.$111111
P

farmer that he is the victim of
rank discrimination and unfair
treatment," Stanford declared.
He stated that farmers want
nc favors, that they seek merely
the opportunity to do the job
the government has asked them
to do in connection with the
war effort. He pointed out that
"Term labor is already so scarce
that it is requiring aout 75
hours a week for the Kentucky farmer to meet his quota
of war supplies while industrial
labor is plentiful enough to enable industry to turn out its
quota with a 43-hour
work
week."
He called attention to press
dispatches stating that Kentucky's draft quota for March
was increased 25 percent and
that it would drain the State
of available men under 30.
"This especially emphasizes the
need for speedy legislative action if the already wholly inadequate labor supply is not
to be further seriously depleted"

of the building will provide
room for card parties and dancing, and will have a kitchen in
one end.
It is the purpose of the officers
to begin a program of e
and improvement of the clu
facilities this year which, while
nothing elaborate, a director
said, will look toward making
the house and grounds offer several recreational outlets which
heretofore have been lacking.
There has been discussion of installing a swimming pool, but
nothing definite has been decided about this adjunct as yet,
it was reported.
An assembly or pary will be
held at the Country Club each
Saturday night during the warm
weather season, Bedford McChesney, chairman of the entertainment committee said this
week, with at least two popular
"name" bands to
come for
dances.
This year's stationery bears
the words "Princeton Country
Club," dropping "golf" from the
name. It is not intended, however, to neglect upkeep of the
golf course, recognized as one of
the best 9-hole layouts in western Kentucky, Mr. Drain stated.
A membership campaign, in
which 40 new members are
sought, will begin today, an officer announced.

YANKS DO PATERNAL CHORE, IN HOLLAND

Women To Solicit In
Residential Sections,
Booths To Open
Downtown Monday

American soldiers, paternally inclined, take Dutch children, dressed in their national costume for the
occasion, walking through the grounds of Hoensbrock castle, in Holland. The castle has been cornverted into a home for 145 children, who are cared for by nuns, one of whom accompanies the
group. (AP Wirephoto)

Burley Market To
End Sales Friday

PRINCETON BOY HAS
OPERATION TO FIT HIM
FOR COMBAT SERVICE

Hopkinsville Floors
Have Sold 13,000,000
Pounds At Above $43
The Hopkinsville Burley tobacco market will close Friday,
March 9, it was officially announced Monday by the Tobacco Board of Trade there. The
market has sold approximately
13,000,000 pounds at an average
above $43, for the season.
Averges on the State's Burley
floors fell off sharply Tuesday,
after heavy sales Monday cleaned the bulk of leaf awaiting
buyers on the floors.
More than half the burley
kets of the State have closgovern bolding -final salea
last week. Last week's sales
totaled, 30,375,170 pounds at an
average of $42.14, the
War
Food Administration reported.

Keeney Is Chosen
Society President
Four-County Group
Honors Princeton Dentist At Meeting Here

Tigers Win Title
In 11th District
Best P'ton Basketball
Team In Years Will
Enter Regional Event

Hazel Eugene Nall, 19, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Nall,
Highland Avenue, has the
'stuff of heroes.
Hazel, examined for the
draft last year, was accepted for limited service, because of a hernia. -He saved
his motley and/sad-an operation recently at Paducah.
This week he applied to
hocal Board No. 19 here,
was re-examined by the
board's physician, Dr. W. L.
Cash, and was passed as fit
for duty with the armed
forces.
He has volunteered and
asked to be sent for induction with the March Selective
Service contingent from this
county. The Board granted
his plea.

Red Cross Needs
Women Volunteers

bver

Princeton business concerns
and a few individuals had contributed $1,382 to the county's
Red Cross War Fund up to Tuesday afternoon, Chairman Thos.
J. Simmons reported, with several of the teams not reporting.
It is hoped to equal last year's
total of $7,700, Mr. Simmons
said, by March 10. A workers'
rally Wednesday night officially
opened the drive throughout the
county with enthusiasm much in
evidence.
Mrs. Frank Wood, chairman,
and women of various clubs will
open downtown booths for solicitation of gifts Monday, March
5, in the courthouse, the First
National Bank, the Farmers National Bank and the postoffice.
The Booklovers and Gradatim
clubs will have charge Monday,
the Woman's Club and the Legion Auxiliary, Tuesday; As You
Like It and Modern Priscilla,
Wednesday; the Merry Maids and
Parent-Teachers, Thursday; the
U. D. C. and Eastern Star, Friday. Saturday will be County
School Day.
The residential districts of the
town will be canvassed next
week by members of a committee
under Mrs. Will Loftus, chairman. These workers are: Mrs.
Mildred Cardin, Mrs. Fred Pickering, S. Jefferson; Mrs. Buttermore, Washington; Mrs. E. E.
Bradshaw, Mrs. J. S. Williams,
Mrs. J. H. Leech, Mrs. L. L. Patmor, Mrs. Roy Towery, Main;
Mrs. Leo Linton, Mechanic; Mrs.
Alton Templeton, Market and
Plum; Mrs. Eugene Chandler,
Mrs. Edgar Cook, Seminary; Mrs.
Kevil, Mrs. R. S. Gregory, Mrs.
Otho Towery, Hopkinsville; Mrs.
Scarberry, N. Jefferson; Mrs. W.
P. Spickard, Dawson Rd.; Mrs.
Urey Nichols, Mrs. Hershel
Creekrnur, Green and Eagle; Mrs.
Bayless Stone, Harrison; Mrs.
Spickard, Hawthorne; Mrs. John
Eison, Franklin; Mrs. Wes Fraley, Varmint Trace.

Butler High's Tigers won their
second tournament title Tuesday night at Fredonia when they
defeated the Cobb squad handily,
42 to L7, in the finals of the 11th
District event. They had a
much harder game with the
Fredonia Yellowjackets Monday
night, barely managing to eke
out a 30 to 27 win. Only three
schools were represented in the
11th District this year.
The Tigers will practice diligently this week, Coach Russell
Goodaker said Wednesday, in
preparation for the Regional
tournament next weekend. This
event is likely to be played in
the Madisonville High gym, Mr.
Goodaker said.
A meeting of coaches of the
eight schools which will have
entries in the Regional is scheduled to be -held at Madisonville
Sunday afternoon, to pick a site,
conduct the drawing for brackets
and select officials.
The Tigers have achieved the
best won and lost record of any
Princeton net team in years, 14 Army, Navy Men Tell
and 7, and interest in the game How Red Cross Helps
Letters have been received
has mounted here during the
season, as attested by capacity here by relatives from fighting
men overseas stressing the great
attendance at home games.
and varied benefits to them of
Pickens, star of the 1944-45
the Red Cross services around
squad; Watson, Stallins and McGowan will play their last games the world. Two testimonials are
quoted this week by Chairman
for Butler in the Regional, unSimmons as follows:
less the Tigers win and go to
Pfc. Raymond Brown, son of
the State tourney. Next year's
Mr. and Mrs. H D. Brown, 115
team *ill be built around ButEast Locust Street, radioman In
ler, only remaining regular, and
several younger players who Military Police Battalion located
somewhere in Italy writes to his
have developed well this year,
uncle, G. Homer Brown:
Coach Goodaker said.
"They now have a Red Cross
and movie in this town and that
Announces Liquidation
helps out a lot on the entertainment. You know I'm a strong
Of Cedar Bluff Quarry
supporter of the Red Cross since
Effective As Of March 1
I've been overseas. This would
Formal notice that he will be an awful dull life it it
wasn't
liquidate the business of Cedar for their help in entertainment.
Bluff QuarrY, one of Princeton's They have a snack bar
whore a
principal industries as of March fellow can get a cup
of coffee
1, is made today by W. C. Sparks, and some cookies, a large
readhead of the concern. The an- ing room with books
magazines,
nouncement appears elsewhere radios, writing
tables, table tenIn this issue as a display adver(Please turn to Page Four)
tisement. Mr. Sparks said he intended to devote himself to
Princeton May Enter
further development of h Is
Guernsey herd and his Hearth- Horse Show Circuit
Bedford McChesney, manager
stone Farm, on the Eddyville
of Princeton's highly successful
road.
horse show last summer, will
go to Owensboro Saturday,
Mrs. J. T. Cunningham Ill
Mrs. J. T. Cunningham has March 17, to attend a meeting
been very ill at her home on N. of horse show promoters, pur- •
Harrison street, but her condi- pose of which is to have Princetion is reported improved. Miss ton included in a circuit for
Madge Boteler, nurse, and Mrs. such entertainments along with
Cunningham's daughter, Mrs. Irl Owensboro,.„lienderson, Murray
Stevens, Chicago, are at her bed- and perhaps other western Kenside.
tucky cities, he said this weelc

Dr. B. L. Keeney heads the
Four-County Medico-Dental Society for the current year, having been elected president at a
meeting here Tuesday night. He
succeeds Dr. John G. White,
Training Course For
Cerulean. Dr. L. A. Crosby,
Home Service Workers
Marion, was elected vice-president, succeeding Dr. E. N. Fut- • To Start Soon
rell, Cadiz, and Dr. W. L Cash
Volunteers are needed to help
was re-elected secretary.
in the Red Cross office in' the
Preceding the scientific seshome service departrnnt, Mrs. J.
sion, dinner was served at the
J. Rosenthal said Tuesday. This
Methodist church to Dr.
work is gaining in volume as
0. Miller, Louisville, president more men enter the armed
of the State Medical Association;
forces and as more of them reDr. Ben H. Hollis and Dr. E.
turn home, she said.
Boxing and Variety Show R. Gernert, Louisville. Members A training course of 26 hours,
attending were Dr. W. C. HayAt State Prison March 6 don, Dr. I. Z. Barber, Dr. Frank including lectures, practice in
handling cases and observation
A boxing
show T. Linton, Dr. C. B. Walker,
work, will begin here in about
luka Ferry Out, Traffic will be stagedandat variety
State Prison, Dr. Frank P. Giannini, Dr. W.
Eddyville, Tuesday night, March L. Cash, Princeton physicians; three weeks, to be complpeted
Moving Via Marion
6, starting at 7:30 o'clock, to Dr. B. L Keeney, • Dr. Power by May 1, Mrs. Rosenthal indiAnd U. S. 60
which Princeton sport fans are Wolfe, Dr. C. H. Jaggers, Prince- cated. Classes will meet at the
With water across the Main invited.
Admission is free but ton dentists; Dr. T. W. Lander, convenience of persons enrolling.
•
street at Eddyville and the Cum- a free will donation will be
Dr. P. J. Frazar, Eddyville and
Application blanks for those
berland river rising 1.2 feet asked for benefit of the Eddy- Marion dentists, respectively;
Tuesday night, flood stage at ville Boy Scout troop. The Lions Dr. G. E. Hatcher, Cerulean who will volunteer for this important home front duty are
that point had been passed and Club is sponsoring the enter- physician; Dr. T. A. Frazer,
Dr. available at the Red Cross ofa stage of 80 feet was predicted tainment.
L. A. Crosby, Marion physicians.
fice in the courthouse and apat Eddyville by Friday, governDr. W. C. Hayden had arrangplicants will be finally passed
ment lock tenders there reported the program which included
Butler Juniors To
upon by Mrs. E. J. Foster, Red
ed Wednesday. The 1937 flood
discussion of "Congestive Heart
Cross home service representaPresent Play March 2
reached a stage near 80 feet.
Failure," led
by Dr. Hollis, tive. General supervision
The Junior Class of Butler.
of the
The Iuka ferry ceased operatLouisville, and a symposium on
training course will be by Mrs.
ing Monday and highway traffic High School will present a one- "Pulmonary Tuberculosis,"
in- Rosenthal, local home service
between Princeton and Paducah act play Friday night, March 2, cluding its clinical
and X-ray chairman.
at
7:30
o'clock
in
Butler
High
was moving via Marion and U.
auditorium entitled "Dumb diagnosis led by Dr. Miller,
S. 60.
State Medical Association presiThe new Kentucky Lake was Dora." Members of the cast are dent, and Dr. Gernert,
both of Cub Pack Wins
Clara White, Martha Sells, Jeawithholding
River
Tennessee
Scouts For Best Display
nette White, Hoy NicAls and Louisville.
flood waters from the Ohio, afThe next meeting of the soPrinceton's Cub Pack No. 239,
Gerald Winters. Musical selectfording Tolled from rising water
ions will be presented during the ciety, to be held at Marion the Dr. Ralph Blazier cid:master, WU
at Perlucsh and below, and unfourth Tuesday night in May, -declared to have prepared the
program.
- ,
less much more rain falls; only
will be in honor of Dr. John C. best show window in a contest
a "mild flood" condition will
Camp Campbell, Feb, 27—In
White, Cerulean, and Dr. T. with Boy Scouts of Troops No.
result, U. S. engineers at Louis- Simmons Addresses Clubs Atchinson Frazer,
Marion, both 39 and No. 42 during local ob- the Prisoner of War compound
ville said Wednesday morning.
of whtim have rendered 50 servance of National Boy Scout at Camp Campbell, a prisoner
On Red Cross Services
Monday's rain, which averagThos. J. Simmons, chairman of years of service in the general week, Feb. 7-14. The Cubs had decided it was high time he
ed 2 inches throughout the Ohio the Red Cross War Fund conn- practice of medicine. Dr.
Hatch- their display in the center win- contributed to the Red Cross-Valley, caused a quick rise in paign for Caldwell county, was er, Cerulean, and Dr. Crosby, dow of the J. C. Penney store. American, German—what
did it
the Ohio River and its tribu- guest speaker at Tuesday night's Marion, will have charge of pro- W. D Armstrong, R. S. Gregory matter? The
Cause was the
taries but freezing temperature meeting of the Rotary Club, de- gram,
and Alton Templeton judged the Thing.
Monday night checked this scribing activities of the Red
displays.
The matter was referred to
threat, Highways were danger- Cross in serving men of the
Mrs. W. B. Brooks has returnthe War Department at Washous, duo to sleet and ice, Mon- fighting forces overseas. He ri- ed to her home in Sturgis after ' Mrs. !ley MeGough spent ington.
4111' bet much of this• ..,
hazard posted the talk end showed a several weeks visit with her several days in penderson this In the meantime, pending dejaw* et Widnenhipto Sateting mother, Mrs Bugle Goodwin, week with Mr. itd Mrs. R. A. cision of officials, other prison'
side CU&
liopkinsville West,
Steeeenell.
ers :ward of theft fellow in.
••

Heavy Rain Puts
Rivers At Flood

Partial Canvass In
Business District
Brings In $1,382

Camp Campbell Prisoners
Give $3800 To Red Cross
desire for Red Cross
contribution and were anxious
to join him, each to the humane
tune of five dollars, Their contribution totalled $3,800, each
prisoner having saved his money
from the daily eighty cents in
canteen checks that are allowed
all working prisoners of war.
The War Deportment, weighing the circumstances, said "Yeti."

The fled

Cross

now

lista

something different in contributors.

1
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For More And Better Highways
A proposal

Th ursda ,
March 1, 1

to amend the

State Con-

stitution was passed at the 1944 session
of the Kentucky Legislature seeking to
safeguard taxes assessed against users
of motor vehicles on the highways against being spent for any purpose other than
highway maintenance and improvement.
The proposed amendment is to be voted
upon at the general election this year
and it should have the unqualified support of all citizens.
The proposed amendment to the Constitution reads, in part: "No money derived from excise or license taxation relating to gasoline and other motor fuels,
and no monies derived from fees, excise
or license taxation relating to registration, operation or use of vehicles on public highways shall be expended for other
than the cost of administration, statuory
refunds and adjustments, payment of
highway obligations, costs for construction, reconstruction, rights-of-way, maintenance and repair of public highways
and bridges, and expenses of enforcing
State traffic and motor vehicle laws."
The Constitution provides for its
amendment through adoption of such
proposals by the General Assembly, with
an affirmative vote of 60 percent of the
elected membership if each house. The
Secretary of State must then publish the
text of the proposed amendment 90 days
before the general election. To become
law, the amendment must receive twothirds majority of all votes cast for or
against it.
Sixteen states now have such laws as
the proposed constitutional change would
give Kentucky. None needs it more than
our State, for we have the greatest proportion of communities without rail service of all the states of the Union. It fol-

and better roads.
For more than 7 years, the writer of
of
this piece was engaged in the business
varand
innumerable
Kentucky's
selling
Naied attractions to the people of the
the
learned,
capacity
tion... and in this
handiis
State
our
greatly
how
way,
hard
long
capped by having earned, over a
"Dea
as
reputation
a
period of years,
tour State."
This reputation has been partially livprobably at
ed down; but Kentucky loses
least $300,000,000 a year tn tourist trade
her
which she rightly should obtain, as
normal share of this gigantic business,
because her roads are inadequate to the
visittask of carrying these thousands of
ors quickly and comfortably where they
famous
want to go throughout the
"Bluegrass State."
Diversion of highway funds therefore
is one of the chief factors in holding
Kentucky back from the progress she
should be making. The tourist business in
the immediate postwar years will be by
far the greatest in volume and in dollars
spent the world has ever known.
There are many excellent reasons why
our dollars paid in the various forms of
highway taxes should be speni only for
more and better roads . . . but the one
we know most about is that diversion of
such funds leads to a continuation of the
short-sighted policies which have, for
generations, retarded the normal development and increased prosperity of our
great State.
The Leader is glad to put its support
behind this Good Roads Amendment. It
has always opposed diversion of highway funds and earnestly urges its readers to investigation this proposed amendment and to vote for it, come November.

phone conversations over rural power
lines, a recent brochure published by the
Southern Bell Company says scientists of
the company have been experimenting to
develop a practical system for such
transmission since '1938 and that this
development is known as the "Rural
Telephone Carrier," offering promise as
one means of furnishing service to farm
families who live at a considerable distance from a telephone line but who are
close to a power line. The carrier system
can be used on any rural power line, the
booklet declares . . . and its possibilities
are easily recognized to be great.
Another development, C. A. Sawyer,
district manager of. the telephone company told Us, is the raid laying of a
specially rubberized telephone wire in the
ground by a fast moving tractor and a
special plow which puts dor and covers
the wire to a depth of about 13 inches,
completing a very considerable length of
line in a very short time.
Thus is seems probable the postwar
period will bring the boon of telephones
to many of our farm people, drawing
urban and rural portions of Caldwell
county closer together, building more
close relationships between all the people
of the community ... to the very considerable benefit of us all.

Nicotine Banished In
Disease-Resistant Burler
"Not a cough in a carload" will become
a phrase of absolute accuracy when new
low-nicotine-content varieties of burley
reach the market.
That fact, of undoubted interest to tobacco growers, was brought out at the
Farm and Home Convention in Lexington
recently. With it came the additional
information that the lately-developed leaf
possesses qualities of marked resistance
to black root rot, mosaic and fusarium
wilt.
In announcing this latest advance in
the evolution of Shelby county's most
valuable crop, Dr. W. D. Valleau, plant
pathologist at the Kentucky Agricultural
Experiment Station, stated that in his
opinion it will cause revolutionary changes in smoking habits of the nation.
Two possibilities were foreseen by him
for its use. One was the production of a
very mild and non-irritating cigarette
which still possessed qualities of satisfaction and which could be enjoyed by
persons who because of heart trouble or
for other reasons had been forced to

`--,etirtaiftheir smoking. The other was the
inclusion of the new tobacco in standardbrand blends for the purpose of reducing
their qualities of irritation. This latter

use he thought would be of especial value

(By Jack Stinnett)
(Associated Press NewsfeatUree)

Pennyrile Postcripts

By G. M. P.

action."
There are quit a few folks on
Capitol Hill, in the War Department and among the service personnel who agreed with Bennett
in principle. But I have talked to
several of Congressman Bennett's
colleagues who just grin and
whisper off the record that they
think the young man from Missouri has espoused a cause that
may turn out a hot potato.
For example, Bennett's "blues
singer" according to his own
statement, is Jane Froman. She

men. Cole is remembered here
as an outstanding student in high
school and as a general favorite.
His mother lies on N. Seminary
street,

Yes, I love her dearly
You ask the reason why?
When I ask her how she is
She asks me how am I!

a regular liaison established. The
Reds were then in Bucharest and
Washington—How much has Rus- occasionally they called for stricks
sia relied on U. S. and British air at enemy communications.
strategy without disclosing her
The Russian attitude toward
own war plans.
strategic bombing does not apComparatively little has been pear to have Itssened the Allied
heard of the Red airforce during evaluation of it as an essentian to
the long smash across hundreds success in war. On the contrary,
of miles of defended territory to judging by research, test and
the gates of Berlin. Soviet fliers training activities, there seems to
never engaged in strategic bomb- be a growing emphasis on long
ing—the long range effort to range bombing. New formations,
Jewell Creasey, scheduled to smash the enemy behind the lines. tactics, equipment and weapons
preside at Ogden Memorial Very little has been heard even for the B-29 Superfortress are
Methodist Church Sunday for of tactical air operations, intended constantly under study and test
the annual Laymen's service, had to assure local superiority.
so that Japan may be dealt with
to relinquish this duty due to an
Meanwhile, American and Brit- more efficiently than Germany.
attack of appendicitis suffered ish airmen have been heavily en- Some officials feel that the RusSaturday. He was still confined gaged in both types of operation, sians figured the Allied air proto his home Tuesday.
much of it directly beneficial to gram into their own plans, countthe Russian ground effort. The ing on American and British
Dicky Rogers, son of Mr. and Soviet has not participated in the bombers to slow Nazi production
Mrs. Caldwell Rogers, and only combined staff operations through and disrupt communication while
4 at that, was being prepared for which the Anglo-American plans Red armies pushed along with
bed. "Now say your prayers," are coordinated. It was not until only close-in air activities.
There appears to be considerahe was told. "I don't do that about ten months ago that coanymore," was the reply. Press- ordination was effected between ble coordination of effort as the
ed for an answer, he said, "Well, the 15th Air Force in Italy and distance between the eastern and
I've been praying for daddy to Russianss pushing through the western fronts narrows. The bigcome home and he has and I Balkans. Not until early fall was gest raid of the war on Berlin ocquit." The father on duty with
the navy in the Pacific, returned home recently after 18
months absence. (Joe Richard46n,'in thA Glasgow Times.)

Jean, baby daughter of Lieut.
and Mrs. John Sims, will had
Ler first birthday party Wednesday . . . altho she really has no
birthday' this year. *Jean is a
Leap Year baby, born February
29, 1944. Grandpa Hylo Mohon
said nothing was missing to
make it a regular anniversary
affair, nor would there be any
year, while he's around!
1111
They've gotta have 'em! So
about 2,000 Bobbysockers mobbed a shoe store out West the
other day when word got around
the place had just received some
two-tone saddle shoes. And
right at the same time, Billy McElroy was advertising that kind
of shoes in The Leader!

Wouldn't it be a good idea if
the federal government set up
an agency, maybe within WLB,
to list all those loafing through
the war? Then, when WPA or
its postwar prototype is started,
these gentry could go right on
loafing . . but not at taxpayers'
expense. The U.S. Senate, now
having a tough time with the
work-or-fight bill, probably
would shy away from this suggestion as from sudden death;
but wouldn't it be fine to have
the loafers permanently on record a such?

Lowell "Pap" Davis, erstwhile
Leader floorman, writes us from
Somewhere in France that he is
making it pretty well. Highly
probable "Pap" is in the big
push into Germany near Cologne
right now. He asks about things
in the old home town and wants
letters. His address: Pfc. Lowiell
E. Davis, 35840099, A. T. Co. 274
Inf., APO 461, % Postmaste{, N.
So Drew Pearson sues WestY., N.Y.
brook Pegler for $25,000 for an
alleged libel which appeared in
'
11111
Main Street's appearance will the latter's column recently..It
be materially improved shortly never has seemed to this humble
when two long-vacant store scribe that either of these gents
buildings are occupied by a new added anything to the lexicon
concern; which we understand of reputable journalism, altho
will sell auto supplies and a both appear to be widely
read.
variety of other merchandise.
Vacant store buildings in the
Every now and then Pennyriler
heart of the business district
gets under somebody's hide and
never lcok well for a town, so
once in a while receives a threat
we're glad this new enterprize
because of items appearing in this
is opening here.
column...but there has been no libel action, chiefly because the
Cole Waggener, located at person or persons claiming damCleveland, Ohio with the Nation- ages niust prove the alleged libel
al Carbide Co., is a member of was not fact; also that it was inthe "Gallon Club" . . . which tended to damage...And that is
means he has given a gallon of never the intention of the writer
blood to aid wounded fighting of Postscripts.
•
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It probably was
the rules and regaiatiom
when Jane was given the
Heart, but objecting to it.
ly wyn't make many .
the entertainment '
even fmwonagr aMpisusorpulreians,
Missouri is where Jane Isis
a
co
nn
dgrresasrm
eda.n
Bennett also wants ts
why,if you can give one
of
couldn't also include
mules and carrier pig,esk,
's colh•agues ss
sides of the aisle think
got something there, buts&
as they number hundreds
lovers among their
they aren't going to arm
the floor or anywhere ele
their debates can get 45
record.
Don't make any mistake
this, though. I've talked to
of men in the service who
heir citations the hard Way
would be a bit happier if
were more Bennetts in

What It Means

(By James J. Strebig)

(Associated Pres. Newafeatures)

curred Feb. 3, while the R
were pressing close to the
man capital.
The closest cooperation
ently was between the 15tlt
Force and the Russians:
Balkans. Some shuttle raid:
run by the, American
which struck at Nazi bre
cutinued on behind the
lines, then refueled and
and struck again on the way
the next day. Such efforts
requested by the Russians,
planes lacked the range to
the objectives.
American officials say Out
sian officers have been
for the help which dust
enemy bridges, railroad
highways and shipping
gave them. One of the"
which pleased the Red
most occurred on t h e
stretchof a shuttle raid
some P-5I Mustangs e
30 Stukas and shot down It
You can save fuel by '
foods quickly to a boil attl
reducing heat.
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the College of Liberal Arts, Speed
Scientific School, or School of Music (private lesson
fees in music excepted).

Nothing like gettinjth.fa*y together. And
with
ow-new Employer' Family ftwattee talky. we've done •lint that
.
Now instead of going through the complicated process of buying a lot of
different miscellaneous Sr. and casualty insurance policies for yourself,
your family and your personal.property, you can get the whole family of
such Coverage. in one simple, inexpensive policy.
It's..easy as this .. The new
Employers' Group
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Insurance oa Tout house(written separately)should Family
give you the protection
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Washington—Criticism has been
growing here for months against
"indiscriminate,'
the allegedly
handing out of war medals, but
as far as I know nothing hadreallY
been done about it until Rep.
Marion T. Bennett (R-Mo.) introduced a bill in the house to
tighten considerably the circumslances under which the Purple
Heart can be granted.
Congressman Bennett argues
that this oldest military award in
the United States has su.,k to
such low estate "that it has been
distributed with reckless abandon
dogs and blue singers."
The history of the Purple Heart
award is interesting. There's no
doubt about its being the oldest
military award in this country.
According to Bennett, it's the second oldest military medal in
world
history. Aug. 7, 1782, Gen. George
Washington established the "Milltary Order of the Purple Heart—
for unusual' gallantry and singularly meritorious acts of extraordinary fidelity and essential service."

disappeared.
For many years it
World War
But it was revived in
been wounded
had
who
men
for
1
of duty
In action in performance
Pearl
to
Up
enemy.
the
against
apHarbor, there h a d been
proximately 70,000 Purple Hearts
awarded in 160 years. Bennett
through
says that before we are
be at
will
there
war,
this
with
least 1,000,000 such awards to
wounded soldiers, sailors,marines
and coast guard men.
Bennett argues it is an insult
the
to these men who merit
award to give it to "war correspondents and Red Cross Peoplc also serving in the war theater and injuted b y enemy

Pupils of Miss Beulah Mullins'
typing class did their bit to help
start the Red Cross campaign
last week when they addressed
1,500 postcards to so to rural
leaders in the drive. Campaign
Chairman Tom Simmons expressed sincere appreciation of
this help.

in years when because of adverse weather
conditions the nicotine content of the
burley crop is higher than may be desired.
It is to be hoped that the mild leaf, as
yet unnamed, lives up to the high hopes
held for it and that its further development uncovers no objectionable qualities.
Especially in its resistance to disease, if
that trait be further proved, will it be
welcomed by growers of cigarette tobac-

Most smokers of burley, now a favorite
around the world, are entirely satisfied
with it as it is. But improvement in anything is always possible, and possibly
even Kentucky leaf can profit from the
advances of science.
(Shelby News)
111
All planets shine only by reflected sunlight.
There are more than 12 billion nerve
cells in the human brain.
Tung oil, used in the paint of battleships, also goes into brake linings and
fabric waterproofing.
,
.1fl1i
üôzound ,Waves are used
to determine the elasticity of nylon.
Synthetic sapphires, play an important
part in the production of war precision
instruments.

.

Seeing Red About The Purple Heart

WELCOME HIM!

lows therefore that Kentucky needs more

Promised Postwar Boon
Altho hampered by the wartime labor
shortage like every other business, the
Southern Bell Telephone Company is going forward with a survey of rural communities looking toward extending and
improving telephone service as soon as
critical materials are available.
The wide range postwar plans of the
telephone company promise a fuller,
brighter, more agreeable life for farm
families, with new devices already developed and experimentation going on to
develop better methods.
Among innovations promised for after
the war is the sending of telephone messages over the same wires whiCh carry
electric power into rural homes, thus
greatly reducing coat of telephone service to farm folk. The radio-telephone is
another factor which promises to do
much toward revolutionizing rural telephone service.
Telephone men now are making comprehensive surveys to find out needs of
typical communities. We are promised
the Southern Bell shortly will make such
a survey in Caldwell county, auguring
that in the not distant future, Princeton
citizens can talk with their friends in
rural sections of the county in ever increasing numbers.
Discussing the transmission of tele-

America In Wartime

Contest opens March 4
closes March 21st.
District auditions begin week
of April 1st.
.
Regional auditions start
week of April 15th
Finals in Louisville, Wedn,
day, May 2nd.
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KY. 4-H CLUB HALL OF FAME
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enure is available use
ads an acre, broadcast
d under. Broadcast
pounds of 20% phosuse in the row 200
6-8-6 or its equivalent.
tie or no manure is
broaciiiast 600 to 800
6-8-6 or 8-8-8 or their
before plowing and
. Use in the row 200
6-8-6 or its equivalent.
land it will pay to
this tobacco with 150
unds of ammonium

Hart county, garden, and Oswald
Forsee, Owen county, sheep
Middle row: Margaret May,
Boyle county, foods; John E.
Kalmey, Jefferson county, corn
and dairy; James Chaney, Warren county, swine, and Bonnie
Hahn, Anderson county, canning.
Lower row: Ellsworth Allen,
Pulaski county, baby
beef;
Charles
Prewit, Montgomery
county, tobacco; Ann McWilliams, Oldham county, clothing,
and Barbara Brown, Oldham
county room improvement.

News From The Past

News representing lives, hopes, dreams and ambitions of those
who made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell county almost 40 years ago and recorded nowhere but in the yellowed files
of Twice-A-Week Leader of those years will be published as a
regular Leader feature. The articles are reproduced just as the
Princeton reporters, shortly after the turn of the century, wrote
them
Princeton, Ky. Oct. 2, 1917. the Princeton Presbytery at
The Rev. J. F. Claycombe and Chapel Hill.
• • •
Hon. Eli Nichols are attending
Princeton, Ky. Oct. 9, 1917.
1..1.
..)ar
'3igga: I.,cds and
Dr. and Mrs. P. R. Shelby
suck- motored
over to Henderson
ering and, stripping. It also re- Sunday, making the round trip
quires more clIcks and ;:rcatar without a mishap of any kind
ts 18 to 20 inches in barn r.:.- •ace but gives no addition- and in record time.
• • •
nd 3% feet between al profit because it does not in
er setting requires -rease the yield per acre.
Princeton, Ky. Oct. 9, 1917.
Miss Lizzie Kinsolving has returned to her school work in
Mason county, after a visit home
of several days.
• • •
Princeton, Ky. Oct. 19, 1917.
Marie, the little daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Forest Terry, happened
to a very painful accident
yesterday morning, She fell
from a fence sustaining a greestick fracture of the left arm.
Dr. C. J. Pollard was called and
straightened the injured member.
• • •
Princeton, Ky. Oct. 23, 1917.
The family of I. B. Tanner moved to Chicago yesterday where
The name you naturally think of when you they will make their home. Mr.
Tanner has been in Chicago
of Hybrid Corn.
since last summer.
• • •
They Stand! They Yield! They Shell out Lots \
Princeton, Ky. Oct. 23, 1917.
rn.
Herbert Beck, of Chicago, is
visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Pfisters . . . grown and processed for this J. T. Beck, in the
Gateville
section. He will return Sunday
By—
accompanied by Mrs. George H.
Stephens and Miss Annie Reynolds, who will visit in Chicago
and Rockford, Ill., before returning.
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PFISTER
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THE GARDEN

Graham

a number of men
produce Burley in
e first time, and a
others who have had
experience with
e following suggestsed on experimental
experiences of some
st successful growers
tobacco.
setting tobacco is
off, it is important
be made early to
mple supply of good,
ants and to get a
quantity of fertilizer
aximum yields, and
fit.
e best ground, well
d well supplied with
tter. This is essente production of good
Icy tobacco is grown
year on the same
many of the best
here is no reason for
new fields if root-rot
arietieS are used and
kept up.
The University of Kentucky
such as vetch and
lover, alone or with College of Agriculture and Home
s, are good crops to Economics has announced anothfor burley tobacco.
er Junior Hall of Fame, made
and sweet clover are
up of state champions in 4-H
Good stands of such
ed under in the late club work. Here are shown 12
supply enough nitro- of the 13 state winners—all exease the yield 300 to cept Miss Hudson Goins, Letchan acre.
er county, winner in the girls'
5 loads of manure an labor service project.
available. Never use
Top row, left to right: 0. D.
200 pounds of fertiliz- Cook, Hickman county, labor
in the row, as to service; R. D. Floyd Jr., Warren
lizer in the row may county, poultry; Lester Meredith,
poor stand of tobac

want, ,
lye
rpte
dude
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Tuscolo, Ill.
LOCAL DEALER HUBERT PINNEGAR
Route 2

Princeton, Ky. Nov. 6, 1917.
Walter Martin, of St. Louis,
spent Sunday in the city with
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. T.
Martin.
••
Princeton, Ky. Nov. 6, 1917.
Press Blackburn, who has been

Let's all refresh ... Have a Coca-Cola

Mercer Man Grows
Big Tobacco Crop

Pa • Three
Ewes Return $21.72
In Lambs And Wool

Beach Craigmyle.
This record was made possible,
Mr.
Clausen said, by the use of
Selling 57 lambs and an average of 11 pounds of wool a head phenothiazine to keep the sheep
free from parasites and by good
from 42 ewes, F. T. Clausen of
feeding. The flock was drenchOldham county realized a gross
income of $21.72 a ewe last
year, according to County Agent

Louis Bonta of Mercer county
By John S. Gardner, Kentucky
produced
12,292 pounds of toCollege of Agriculture and
bacco on six acres last year and
Home Economies
received a total of $6,971.44, or
To have heavy yields of high- $1,131.80 per etre. On two and
quality vegetables, an abitndance a half acres he, grew Ky. 16
which averaged $56.67 per hunof plant food and a steady supdred.
On the remaining three
essential.
moisture
are
ply of
it was outweighed slightly by
Turning under stable manure and a half acres, he had Ky. the Ky. 16. The lot had been us41A.
It
sold
for
$56.74
per
hungoes a long way toward providdred. However, reported Bonta ed for some years as a feed lot,
ing both.
Stable manure carries the to Farm Agent Curtis F. Park, Mr. Bonta said.
three main plant foods, nitrogen,
phosphorus and potash, but not
in Correct balance for tomatoes,
beans and root crops, as shown
ty their "growing to top.': This
is corrected, however, by using
20 percent super-phosphate, mixed directly with the manure, or
broadcast after the land is
broken, and disked in or chopped
in as the seed bed is being
finished. Three tons of manure
and 100 pounds of superphosphate would feed a quarter-acre
garden splendidly.
Manure's other function, of
of stladying the soil's moisture
supp13,,, is performed by breaking-down of its fiber into humus.
Humus makes the soil spongy,
capable of holding moisture
from rain to rain. Anether way
to provide humus is to plow
under a winter crop of small
or either of the legumes, hairy
vetch and crimson clover. When
a legume is used, new nitrogen
is put into the soil as well as
well as humus, but in order to
be sure of adequate plant food,
a complete fertilizer, as 4-8-8 or
5-10-5, should be used in connection. Three hundred pot nds,
broadcast over a quarter-acre
garden, after breaking„ and
disked in, is not too much.
Land-breaking should be done
at least 3 weeks before seed is
sown or plants are set; 4 to 6
weeks is better, to get rotting(This Appeal Sponsored By The Capitol Theatre)
down well started before the
fertilizer or superphosphate is
broadcast and the seed bed is
completed.
If the topsoil permits, break—and—
ing should be 10 inches deep,
but not more than one inch of
subsoil a year should be brought
up. If the breaking is done early
enough that further freezing
weather may be expected, it
will do no harm to break land
wet. If that opportunity has
TRU of a M1111 of
passed, however, it is better to
YSTERg!
wait until the land has dried
enough for the furrow slices to
crumble.
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Folks! . • .
"Winged Victory" is a
great entertainment triumph, we heartily recommend
It to you.
.
Thos. J. Simmons

Added!
"MONKEY BUSINESS"
An Animal Comedy
PARAMOUNT NEWS
OF THE WORLD

TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY
SELECTED ONE OF 20
BEST MOVIES OF 1944!
4

A Drama of
DESPERATE MEN ...
DESIRABLE WOMEN!

That around 1,000 farmers in
Calloway county in western
Kentucky will be growing burley
tobacco is indicated by the number of applications received to
date. Several factors have worked to bring about the increased
interest„ according to Farm
Agent S. V. Foy, the most important being the slump in the
dark fired market • the latter
part of January. Other factors
were the increased cost of sawdust and the scarcity of wood
and labor to cut •barn wood. An
increased acreage of dark aircured tobacco in the county is
also predicted.
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Calloway County
Turns To Burley

in Detroit, Mich. the last year,
is at home for a few days' visit
in the Flat Rock section. He is
a good Democrat and says he
came home to vote today.
• • •
Princeton, Ky. Nov. 6, 1917.
Hubert Young, of Vickspurg,
Miss., spent a few days in the
city last week with his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. John Young.
• • •
Princeton, Ky. Nov. 2, 1917.
Mrs. Shelley Eldred left yesterday for Louisville to visit her
daughter, Frances, who is studying voice and dramatic art at the
Louisville Conservatory of
Music.

T0Is S U —and A
MONDAY

U. S. ARMY AIR CORP
Presents the Show of Shows

Was Never Greater! . . .

FRIDAY

Day-old bread makes better
toast than fresh bread.

20th CENTURY FOX

DO IT NOW! . . The Need

TONIGHT

ed in early spring and a mixture
of phenothiazine and salt kept
before the sheep all summer.
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Added! . . .
RUDY VALLEE & BAND
ANDY PANDA CARTOON
MOVIETONE NEWS
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GREENSTREET
Zachary SCOTT
Faye EMERSON
Peter LORRE
George TOBIAS
Victor FRANCEN
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Plus These Delightful shorts!
COLOR CARTOON - "BEAR RAID WARDEN"
Musical Featurette - "Swing That Band"
Extra! ...
Chapter Two

THE BATMAN

COMING MARCH 8.9

The Most Thrilling
Of All Serials!
COLOR CARTOON
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araderie of the open road is summed up In the words
a Cala. At stops, everyone steps up to the familiar red cooler
friendly refreshment of ice-cold Coca-Cola. Wherever
. Coca-Cola stands for the pans this rigfretba-a symbol
y refreshment.
MAID west AUTS10.111Y Of DO COCA-COLA COMPANY alf

PKINSVILLE COCA-COLA BOTTLING CC

May Waal et Disordered
Kidney Action
Modern life with its hurry and worry,
irregular habits, improper eating end
drinking-its risk of exposure and Infection- throws heavy strain on the work
of tbe kidneys. They ante apt to become
over-taxed and fall to
acid
end other Impurities Irma
illW11
the
.
A17-10,4.g
blood.
You may suffer nagging backache,
headache, dlantness, gutting up nights
'log pains. swelling--feol constantly
tired. nervous, all worn out. Other sigma
of kidney or bladder disorder are sometimes burning. musty or too frequent
urination.
Doe's
Doe,.'.P58..
UP58..D•oo'• help the
eyg pass odbitradul exams body
waste. They hays
Isom than half a
century sf public approval. Are meow
mended Ly grateful wars everywhere.
Ask posy emeetwr
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DOAN'S Pills

"THE KEYS OF THE KINGDOM" 1
A Great Novel! . . A Great Motion Picture

I

THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY
Ration Free Shoe Sales
Extended To March 10

(Governor Expected To
!Call Session In April

Dark Fired Sales
Reach New High

sethe time during which retailFrankfort—Bellef that Governers may sell odd-lot shoes ra- or Willis would call the General
tion free to consumers has been Assembly into extraordinary sesextended one week, to March
to supAverage Last Week
10, because the recent freight sion some time in April
embargo delayed shipments of plement public assistance funds
Was $25.42; All
odd-lot shoes from wholesalers, was expressed Tuesday by RepSell Higher
Grades
the District OPA Office announc- George T. Smith, Dayton RepubHigher
prices
were shown for
lican.
ed this week.
ffiwajtuwdnsr;sjmtiws practically all grades of tobacco
i_oisL,ajvsbirojbvainrerej.
ca) sold on Eastern District Fired
markets last week and many
grades were at highest levels of
the season, the War Food Administration reports.
Generally speaking, most advances amounted to $50 to $1,
although a considerable number of grades sold from $1 to
$2 higher than the foregoing
week. Reejctions were reported
to be very light.
Altho quality was considsrably
lower than the previous corresponding period, the general average of $25.42 for 4,192,408
pounds .sold during the week
was 64 cents more, and the peak
weekly average of the season.
This was due to increase in
prices by grades. Season gross
sales through February 23 totalled 26,191,664 pounds at an average of $24.77 a hundred.

Wallpaper

Per Roll

Per Roll

Borders to Match-3c to tic per yard

Administrator's Notice
All persons having claims
against the estate of the late
John Newton Sells will please
present them on or before April
15; and all persons knowing
themselves to be indebted to the
said estate will please come forward and make payment promptly.
L. M. Sells,
Administrator 9t

William L. Taylor To
Enter Medical School
William L. Taylor, instructor
and basketball coach at Fredonia
High School, resigned this week
and will leave immediately to
enter the University of Louisville, where he will seek 'a degree in medicine. Mr. Taylor's
place on the Fredonia faculty has
not been filled, Supt. Edw. F.
Blackburn said 'Wednesday.

Deaths-Funerals
S. J. Larkins
Sovern John Larkins, County
tax Commissioner, died last
Wednesday morning, following a
paralytic stroke he suffered last
Monday at his home on the Wilson Warehouse Road.
Born in 1867, he married Miss
Elizabeth Short, of Greenville,
in 1918, and to this union four
children were born. They are
Mrs. Jesse Deboe and Sovern
Larkin, Jr., of the homestead,
Miss Stella P. Larkin, Nashville,
Tenn., and Sgt. D. E. Larkin, U.
S. Army, stationed at Columbus,
Miss. Other survivers are a brother, Theodore, and a sister, Mrs.
Eliza P. Hyde, of the homestead,
and another sister, Mrs. Mollie
Ladd, Princeton. Two brothers
and a sister preceded him in
death.
Mr. Larkins had taught school
in Trigg and Caldwell counties
for several years and was a
bookeeper in Cairo, Ill., and St.
Louis, Mo. For the last 20 years
he had resided on his farm,
north of Princeton, and had
served as county tax commissioner the last 3 years.
Funeral services were held
from the Ogden Memorial Methodist Church, of which he was
a member, Thursday, Feb. 22,
with the Rev. E. S. Denton,
officiating. Pallbearers were
Hewlett Morgan, Carlos DeBoe,
Philip Stevens, Harry Long,
Frank Wood and C. A. Horn;
Flower girls, Mrs. Alma Kenneday, Miss Mary Lois Short, Miss
Ree Brewer and Mrs. Mary
Frances Flynn. Interment was in
Cedar Hill Cemetery.

Mrs. Alice M. Hillyard

Wonderful'color ... wonderful leather
compatible with all kinds of
clothes ... supplest calfskins in vibrant
( Turf Tan. Also in Red, Blue or Black
calf; Black patent.

(Continued from Page One)
nLs and other games. Of course
the fellows mho want to drink
and run wild there are always
places to go here but someone
who wasn't brought up this way
finds it rather dull without a
ittle clean American entertainment to help pasS the time."
Radioman James Catlett, U. S.
Navy, recently home on furlough
says: "The Red Cross is 4.0. That's
the Navy slang for 100 percent.
Everywhere I've been in the
PaCific, the Red Cross has been
ther doing almost everything
imaginable for the boys. In the
hospitals they just don't seem
to be able to do enough in seeing that their needs and wishes
me cared for. I was a member
of a special mission that went
to Guadalcanal. It was three days
before our supplies arrived. If
it had not been for the Red Cross
we would have gone hungry.
Everywhere they brought us a
touch of home. People back home

Nammastomileroommillis
Henrietta Hotel, $5.
Kentucky Utilities, $50; Eldred
Hardware Co., $35; Princeton
Furniture and Undertaking Co.,
$37.50; Watson Feed Store, $5;
Denham's Jewelry Store, $5;
Meadows Motor Co., $15; Lastwell Tire Rebuilders, $5; Russell's
Grocery, $5; McCaslin Shoe
Store, $5.
Goldnamer's, $50; Farmers National Bank, $100; Joiner Hardware, $10; John Ed Young, $50;
Western Kentucky Gas Co., $25;
Granstaff's Cafe, $15; Stevens
Chevrolet Co., $10; McConnell
Electric Co., $15.

just don't realize how wonderful
they are to us fellows overseas."
A partial list of contributors of
$5 or more up to Tuesday, as reported by Chairman Simmons,
follows:
Capitol Theater, $50; Thos. J.
Simmons, $10; Willard Milstead,
$5; Anonymous, $50; Princeton
Leader and employes, $25.
West End Club, $5; Mrs. A. P.
Sims, $5; Miss Dixie Lois Jacob,
$5; Mr. Henry Sevison, $10; Wood
and McElfatrick, $15; Dawson
Drug Store, $10; Finkel Fair
Store, $50; G. Homer Brown, $50;
Wood Drug Store, $10; First National Bank, $100.
Arch Walker, $25; C. A. Woodall, $10; Hollowell's Drug Store,
$5; Ben Franklin Store, $50; J.
C. Penney Co., $50 H. Merle
Drain, $10; Red Front Store No.
51, $12.50; Melvin Franck, $5; H.
A. McEroy Store, $15; Red
Front Store No. 34, $12.50.
Ezra Franklin, $5; A&P Food
Store, $25; Mrs. Lillie Murphy,
$5; Federated Store, $50; Cherry's
Resturant, $25; Rothrock's Cafe
$10; Brown Barber Shop, $5;

Geneva of Wicarson
chooses a

Hqndmacher Original Suit

Frank T. Linton, $50;
pool, $10; Dr. B. M.
Dr. 1. Z. Barber, $5; Three
Farm Loan, $5; Dr. IN, D,
age, $10.
Dr. Ralph W. Blazler
c. F. Engelhardt $10; Dr.
Cash, $10; Dr.
Haydon,-$10:
hams Texaco Station, $10;
pleton Green House, sz;
End Food Store, $5.
Princeton Stock Yards,
Young's Lumber
Yard,
Princeton Hotel, $5; 3, p
ham, $10; Atha Stallins,
P. Crawford, $25.

Dr. C. IL Jaggers, $25; Dr.(
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Draws that have caught the lilting air
of Sprite Gay sludges ea soled
backgrounds in ono or two pies.styles.
Soft bows...graceful skirts...deli:
eat* details. So delightfully refreshing.
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•chic
• Forstmann wool
• fine quality lining
• soft femininity
he'll be sure to send you gardenias for Easter if he
sees you in this suit.

in better stores throughout the country

Carlos G. Gillespie
Carlos
Gill Gillespie, 17months-old son of Mr. and Mrs.
John Carlos Gillespie, Princeton,
died Friday, Feb. 23, at his
parents' home here. Funeral
services were held Sunday at
the Morgan Funeral Home, with
the Rev. C.. P. Brooks in charge.
Burial was in Cedar Hill Cemetery.

Order Of Reference

"%TOD know Tom, although perhaps you call hint
by another name. A shy, quiet boy who has sad.
denly become a man in the midst of war. Until he
went into the Army Torn had never been away from
borne. But now he's three thousand miles from Mom
and Dad...and a boy can become
mighty lonely, even
in an army of millions.
But here in the jungle, as though by some miracle,
a Red Cross club has been established And inside are
girls...smiling, wholesome American girls who speak
your language and are so much like sis...or the
next door.
Tom knows that among a score of heart-warming
jobs these Red Cross girls perform is the simple, homey
act of helping a GI sew on buttons. So Tom has torn
a button from his shirt and a Red
Cross girl is sewing
it on. And a little later Tom
will tear off that same
button again. In all (and this is an actual case),
that
button was sewed on a total of nine times!
The girls know, and smile indulgently. A little
thing, yes, but such little, friendly services can
give
a big lift to the spirits of a
lonely service man far
away from home.
This is the only appeal the Red
Cross will make to
you this year. Won't you give
as much as you can in
this great cause/
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Funeral services for Mrs.
Alice M. Hillyard, 134, who died
at the home of her nephew, R.
A. Clift, Kuttawa, Wednesday,
Feb. 21, were held at the Flat
Rock Cumberland Presbyterian
Church Saturday, Feb. 24. A
sister, Mrs. Elnora Clift, Kuttawa, and several neices and nephews survive. Burial was in
Rowland cemetery, near Flat
Rock.

Young, spirited casuals
...."Ties"..."Step-Ins"...
"Banded" Sandals. In
Red, Apple Croon Light
g14:Bit
Black Gabardine or
°Imitation I.itard. The
Sandal also in Black
Imitation Patent.

,

Miss OlaC
Tom,„
frod°
EVa

Lou Boone,
Mrs Ray B

•distinction

All persons having claims
against the estate of Miss Annie
Lester will come forward on or
before May 1, 1945, and present
same properly proven, to Amy
Frances Littlepage, Master Commissioner of Caldwell Circuit
Court.
Persons indebted to said estate
will come forward and settle
same on or before May 1, 1945.
AMY FRANCES LITTLEPAGE,
Master Commissioner, Caldwell
Circuit Court,
Princeton, Ky.
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RED CROSS
atErside

MORE
SERVICE INSURANCE AGENCY

Women's Page
ss Blackburn Hostess
Fredonia Y.W.A.
J.

iss Eva Blackburn was hosto the Y. W. A. at her home
Fredonia Thursday night,
22. Present were Misses
tha Nell Moore, Felta Mcell, Loma McDowell, Jane
s, Dorothy Brasher, Hazel
Cr, Bonnie Williams, Myrl
, Parnell Langston, Eva
kburn and Mesdames Laura
Boone, H. K. Langston and
. Ray Blackburn.

end Funeral

f;1

ut-of-town friends and rees attending the funeral of
Larkin here last Thursday
Mr. D. E. Short and Miss
Lois Short, of Nashville,
, Mr. and Mrs. E. F.
, Mr. James L. Short, Miss
a Short, Mrs. Verona BreMr. Jess Danner, Misses
and Louise Danner, MuDewey Danner and Mr. and
Warner Green, all of
nville.

y For Mrs. Beck

Phone 50
•

Mesdames Hugh Goodwin and
J. D. Stephens entertained at the
home of Mrs. Goodwin, Hopkinsville street Thursday afternoon,
Feb. 22, in honor of Mrs. Goodwin's mother, Mrs. W. B. Brooks,
Sturgis, who has been visiting
here.
Present were Mesdames J. B.
Lester, Rumsey Taylor, Fred
Taylor, Henry Towery, Harry
Blades, Jr., W. 0. Towery, R. H.
Dalzell, K. L. Barnes, WaJter
Briggs, R. G. McClelland, S. J.
Lowry, Dewey Brinkley, Duke
Pettit, Sr. and the hostesses.
Refreshments of ice cream,
cake and coffee were served by
the hostesses.

Society.Personals

Mrs. Guy Nabb, Gracey, attended the funeral of Mrs. Lucy
Kevil here last Friday and spent
several days with her son, Guy
Nabb, Jr., and Mn. Nabb, E.
Market street.
• • •
Mn. W. D. Goodloe returned
to her home in Calhoun Sunday
after a visit with relatives here.

•

Sugar For Home
Canning Tighter

J

flowers and potted plants.
Mrs. Frank Wood presided at
the tea table, serving approximately 100 guests, while 4-H Club
girls played piano selections.

...** ********
•
.
....
•
•

WRITER FINDS BETTY'S FIGURE OK—Bo Thomas
, Associated
Press newsfeatures writer, out for himselfbthat
figure is even better since she became a mother, Betty Grable's
if
that
is at all
possible. These are the dimensions as he ascerta
361
/
2 inches; waist, 25 inches; hips, 36 inches. (APined them: Bust,
Wirephoto)

Princeton To Benefit
From WPB Allocation
Of Cotton Piece Goods
Distribution of 10,000,000 yards
of cotton goods being made available for the first quarter of
1945 to stores in rural areas has
been limited to merchants who,
in 1944, received less than 20
percent of their 1943 sales of
cotton goods, the War Production Board reports. Allocation of
the cotton goods was made specifically for over-the-counter sales
to persons who live in small
towns and rural areas and who
usually purchase such goods for
use in making garments at home.
Small towns and rural areas
areas were defined as communities of less than 25,000, WPB
explained. No priority assistance
was granted to retailers in towns
with greater population.

At The Churches
OGDEN MEMORIAL
METHODIST CHURCH
E. S. Denton, Pastor
9:45 A.M. Sunday School,
Harry Long, Supt.
11:00 A.M. "The Compassionale
Christ" Sacrament of the Lorrs
Supper.
6:30 P.M. Youth Fellowship
Service. Virginia Bowie Satterfield, Leader.
7:30 P.M. Evening Service.
CENTRAL PRESBYTERIAN
CHURCH
SUNDAY, MARCH 4. —
9:45 A.M. Church School.
10:45 A.M. Morning Worship.
Sermon by Dr. David M. Aus7:15 P.M. Wednesday, Prayer
Meeting in the Church Annex.
11••••
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Marvin Pogrotsky, student at
Purdue University, Lafayette,
Total Allowance Will
Ind., arrived Sunday for a visit
Not Exceed 160 Pounds
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
For
One Family
Saul Pogrotsky, W. Main street.
A tightened home canning
• • •
C. M. Smith is visiting rela- sugar program for the 1945 seatives in Philadelphia, Miss., this son—a program designed to insure a fair distribution of the
week.
available sugar to those who
• • •
Billy McElroy returned from actually need it for canning—
St. Louis Tuesday night where has been announced by Adminlie was on a buying trip for istrator Chester Bowles, OPA.
The housewife will apply at
Princeton Shoe Co.
her local War Price and Ra• • •
Mr. and Mrs. George A. Hunt, tioning Board and indicate the
Mayfield, were visitors here amount of canning she intends
to do this year. Local boards
Tuesday.
• • •
will issue five-pound home canAl, Thomas Page, Evansville, ning sugar coupons. No ration
Ind., spent last week-end at his stamps in war ration hook four
home here.
will be good for cannikg,sugar
• • •
this year.
Mr. and Mrs. George H. StephFor canning fruits and fruit
ens have returned from a visit juices, the allowance will be on
with relatives in Chicago, Ill.
the basis of one pound for each
• • •
four quarts to be canned.
Mr. and Mrs. Gerard Kievil
The total allowance must not
and Mr. Hunter Kevil have re- exceed 20 pounds a person,
or
turned to St. Louis, Mo, after 160 pounds to a single
family,
attending the funeral of their even though the family
may
mother, Mrs. Laban Kevil here contain more than eight
persons,
Friday. Mrs. Ray Fran: has also OPA said.
returned to her home in Lincoln,
Neb., after attending the funeral
Mrs. C. A. Pepper was a visitof her mother.
or In Hopkinsville Monday.
• • •

The Leader
Congratulates

Until
iwity
roc
nely,

•

Dorothy Ann Davis

Mrs. W. B. Brooks
Honored

Loyd Beck, the former
Nancy Scrugham, was
limented with a tea and
laneous shower by the
ell County Homemakers
day afternoon, Feb. 17,
2:30 to 4:30 o'block, in the
tion parlor of Ogden
rial Methodist Church.
club presidents served as
es and county officers of
Mr. and Mrs. Connie Davis,
lubs were in the receiving Cadiz street, on the birth
of a
with Mrs. Beck. The room daughter, Feb. 16. She has
been
beautifully decorated with named Dorothy Sue.
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Mr. and Mrs T. F. Holt and
daughter, Anna, Sturgis, spent
Sunday with Mrs. Holt's aunt,
Mrs. Hugh Goodwin and Mr.
Goodwin, HOpkinsville street.

Mr. and Mrs. B. C. McKinney,
Rummy Taylor, ik. student at
Paducah, spent Sunday here Georgia Tech, Atlanta, Ga.,
is
with Mr. and Mrs. G. Homer visiting his parents, Mr. and
Mrs.
Brown, Hopkinsville street.
Ramsey Taylor, Locust street.

A

Treat Yourself To

Glamorous Suit
For Spring
Stop-look costume suits—glamorously yours
for Easter parading! See our superb collection--..hand picked for flattery and budget
appeal! New stem-slim tailleurs, melting
pastel dressmakers! Suits you'll count on
for every "occasion" thru Spring—at thriftwise prices.

$19.95 to $29.95
... and be sure to see the
NEW SPRING COATS

$19.95 to $29.95

Acrton's
Meerporated
The Friendly Store For Smart Women

Hopkinsville, Ky.

Q,

• • •

Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Lee and
family spent last week-end with
relatives in Owensboro.
• • •
"Mesdames Philip Stevens,
Leona Trader and Roy Rosser
spent last week-end in Russellville with friends and relatives.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Steger Dollar,
Bowling Green, and Gus Kortrecht, Louisville, spent last
week-end at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Dique Eldred, W. Main
street.
• • •
Ray Ellis, Madisonville, spent
Saturday here.
• • •
1 Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Sparks
spent Tuesday in Paducah.
• • •
Mrs. Al Thomas Page was a
visitor in Hopkinsville Monday.
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WE HAVE
THE SHOES
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Princeton Shoe Co.

*

`‘Our boy
a prisoner,of war

Goldnamer's
"Princeton's Finest Department Store"

4
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LANOLIN LOTION ...
Doni let exposure to winds and
the eleMents rob your skin of
loveliness. Do vile this quickly
absorbed lotion that contains
such'on amazing omovat of
lanolin h soothes arkl smoothes
dry, Poky skin. VOA
."Feel the
Difference." $1.

GOLDNAMER'S
"Prtamdea'a finest Department Store'

Betty Rose uses all-wool
of Shetland type and
tailors it softly to make
a suit- you'll wear most
anywhere . . . graceful
skirt with ample pleats
. . . the jacket curving
to your figure frofethe
deftly nipped waistline
. . . shades you'll
too.' /Uses 0-1P. • —

...and the far-reaching arm of the
RED CROSS brought him help"

T

Keepyour

RED CROSS
Sula and Eliza Nall

HERE isn't much you can do when you
This is all part of the stupendous job the
hear your boy is a prisoner. Parcels are
Red Cross is doing for oar fighting men all
restricted, mail from him is limited. Like
over the world ...and for their families at
him,you must wait, patiently, until the war
home. But it cannot be done without your
is over.
•,•• $41tport• WithOut yuar help tbe.Red Goo
Yet yde difttive one consolation. Thsc- —eonld not continue to collect life-saving
fir-reaching arm of the Red Cross gets supblood for the Wounded ...to send essential
plementary food parcels to our prisoners
supplies to the prisoners of war ;;.or to
regularly wherever possible.It brings extra
give the countless other friendly service
s
clothing, cigarettes and medicines to the
that make a soldier's life a little easier.
lonely boys"out there." It relays emergency
These men have given slot for you. Won't
messages to and from anxious families.
you give a few extra dollars kr them?

athbsde

GIVE NOW_ GIVE MORE

Princeton Cream and Butter Co.
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Bogus Sugar And Dawson Road News
Meat Coupons Big
Menace, Says OPA

tf.)y Mrs. Madge Lisanby)
,Willis Jones is very ill.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Buick, of
Princeton, and Mrs. Elmer Jones
and children were recent dinner
of Pfc. and Mrs. Hardy
guests
Organized black markets in
Menser of Dawson.
meat and sugar are reappearing
Mrs. Sarah Casteel and Mrs.
in dangerous proportions in the Madge Lisanby spent Saturday
United Sttes, and their exis- with Mrs. Mildred Goodall of
tence is dependent largely on Dawson.
Mrs. Pauline Menser, of Piney
counterfeiting of ration coupons,
.the Office of War Information Grove, spent the week end
said on the basis of information with his uncle, Ellis 'Jones and
provided • by the Office of Price family.
Administration, U.S. Secret ServMrs. Charlie Redden a n d
ice and the Alcohol Tax Unit of children of near Dawson, spent
-the Treasury Department.
Friday with Mrs. Ellis Jones.
• Fresh Mushrooming of countMiss Juanita Jones of Dawson
erfeit activities constitutes the spent the week end with het
,principal problem now con- parents, Mr. and Mrs. Elmer.
f ronting government enforce- Jones.
ment agencies. Printing of bogus
Jess Casteel and Joe Hunter.
coupons has become widespread of Evansville, spent Sunday
in the meat and sugar fields night with her mother, Mrs
whereas it was formerly flagrant Sarah Casteel.
in the gasoline business, officals
Miss Elizabeth Capps and
said.
Louard Barnes, attended tip
OPA executives said that the play party at Mrs. Carl Davis
illegal diversion of gasoline of White Friday night.
through counterfeit and stolen
Mrs. Sarah Casteel and Mrs
coupons has been almost stopped Jess Casteel spent Sunday in
while organized black market Dawson.
, activities in liquor have been
Mr. and Mrs. Orvil Menser
• virtually eliminated. They de- and Mrs. Violet Patterson and
organnied the existence of any
children of Piney Grove; spent
ized black market in cigarettes, Sunday with `Mr. and Mrs. Ellis
claiming the "petty chiselers" Jones.
are the chief supporters of this
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Slick of
illicit market.
near Princeton, visited their
done
harm
the
• Officials cited
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Elmer
f by the individual consumer who Jones Saturday.
basically creates and perpetuates
the demand for illegal or stolen enabling the criminal to thrive
coupons by his willingness to and expand his activities.
Authorities emphatically said
pay extra sums for more than
his rationed share. They em- that counterfeiting, theft and
phasized that the citizen's will- illegal distribution of all -types
ingness to "chisel" induces the of ration coupons constitutes
racketeer to take advantage of one of the greatest menaces tothe resultant high profits, thus day.

Prosi-Cola Company,Long Island City,N. Y.
Franchised Bottler: Pepsi Cola Hopkinsvtlle Bottling Company

New Tires New Tubes
GUARANTEED
RECAPPING -VULCANZING
Our Deep Tread RECAP are, Guaranteed not
too PEEL OFF, AND TO GIVE YOU NEW TIRE
MILEAGE,
NEW FIRST QUALITY TIRES ALL SIZES.

Last Well Tire Rebuilders
BEESLEY BLDG.
PRINCETON, KY.

(BY Gladys Ruth Moore)
Rev. A. D. Smith occupied the
.Prespulpit of the Cumberland
byterian Church at both Sunworship
day and Sunday ,evening
services.
Cumber/The Ladies Aid of the
met
Church
n
Presbyteria
land
Thursday
Bugg
A.
T.
Mrs.
with
evening.
Mrs. Lee Burklow is spending
visiting
a few days in Sturgis
relatives.
of
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Moore
Evansville, visited relatives here
last week end.
The district basket ball tournament wili be held in the Fredonia higla school gym Monday and Tuesday nights. Teams
playing will be Princeton, Cobb

First Presbyterian Church wig
meet with Mrs. Elude B pugke.
Fricisy afternoon. Mrs. flirena
Parr will be the leader.
Rev. A. D. Smith was a Rim,
day dinner guest of Mr. and
Ruble Akridge.

RAILROAD MAN AND
MOTHER LAUD RETONGA
Meal
He Had Not Relished A Mr.
In Months, States
Quironet and Everything
Seemed To Give Him Indigestion. Eats Anything
Now. Regains 15 lbs.

am
-Thanks to Retonga I
feeling fine again, and my
mother, who also has taken Retonga, is as enthusiastic about
the medicine as I am," declares
Mr. A. H. Quironet, well known
SELASS1E—President Franklin D. Roose- and Fredonia.
ricEsiDENT ROOSEVELT CHATS WITH EMPEROR
Boaz, Evans- railroad man residing at 11
Ellen
the
in
Mary
warship
States
Miss
United
a
aboard
Ethiopia
of
Atlanta, Ga.
velt (right) chats with Emperor Halle Selassie
Canal passes in Egypt, during stopover en route home ville, spent the week-end with Laurel St., N. W.,
Great Bitter Lake, through which the Suez (AP
from Signal Corps).
a Mason and a
Wirephoto
is
0.
Quironet
D.
Crimea.
in
Mrs.
conference
Mr.
and
Three'
Mr.
parents,
"Big
her
the
from
member of the American Fed- three big meals every day, I
sHoaz.
little
of Labor. Discussing Re- sleep soundly and I have regain.
and
eration
1 Mrs. Jim Brooks
stated:
daughter, Ada Nell, visited Mr. tonga, he gratefully
ed 15 pounds, the sluggish
"For more than a year I dragand Mrs. Roxie Oliver several
elimination is relieved, and
and
logy
ged around feeling so
days recently.
fine. My mother used Re.
feel
I
sometimes
rethat
visiting
rundown
is
Mrs. Ina Butler
could hardly stay on the job. tonga for poor appetite and a
Troops in training were told Nipponese heroes, he saw officers latives here.
(This exclusive story on
I ate weak, restless feeling. She now
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Blackburn It seemed like e.erything
and retold stories by their of- and men fling to the hills durthe mental outlook of Japeverything else, feels so fine she does her own
like
just
were
tasted
Blackburn
t.
Eva
bombardmen
Miss
anr
I
Japan's
ing a heavy
ficers of heroic Samurai,
anese prisoners of war was
and Mrs and gave me indigestion until housework. Retonga is a grand
Suzuki„ a 37-year-old news- Sunday guests of Mr.
ancient two-sworded warriors,
obtained from interviews
sometimes I almost had to gasp medicine."
Arthur Wiggington. •
along with false reports of cur- paperman, was self hypnotized
Retonga is intended to relieve
through an interpreter by an
George Scott, for breath. I felt worn out, I
Mrs.
and
Mr.
rent triumphs.
Before conscription, he had pubto powerful laxa- distress due to Vitamin B-1 de.
resort
to
had
Scott,
Jim
Sgt.
Associated Press correspondand
Marion,
"The young men of 18 and 19 lished the government's false
sometimes I ficiency, constipation, insufficient
visited friends and relatives in tives regularly and
ent formerly stationed in
soon began to fancy themselves
out before flow of digestive juices in the
play
would
beI
qualm
a
thought
without
by
propaganda
interned
,Fredonia Friday.
Tokyo who was
in heroic roles and became arstomach, and loss of appetite.
"in wartime the people
Mr. Leeman Lowry, Evans- the day ended.
the Japanese and spent 19
rogant and overbearing," said cause
relieved Retonga may be obtained at
promptly
no chance for ville, was a week-end guest of
given
"Retonga
be
should
months in civilian concentrathe
into
developed
Yoshi. "They
enjoy Dawson's Drug Store. —(adv.).
division."
tion camps in Manila and
his mother, Mrs. Grant Lowery, all this distress, I now
fanatics who volunteer for suiwould
still
Japan
sure
was
He
Shanghai.)
their
cide missions — convinced
Aar. Asked what would
By Russell Brines
destiny was to die for the emper- win the
(Astsociated Item Newsteatures)
happen if the Allies invaded
or on the battlefield."
Euzuki said the women
Leyte-.-'A few weeks ago they
The result is an army hardened Japan
were among the tag ends of for death in which the hesitant and children would join the
broken Japanese army units, are driven to undertake any fight and defeat the invaders.
"They are practicing now with
fleeing toward the west coast on hopeless mission through fear or
Leyte—the fiction of Nippon's maltreatment and loss of pres- bamboo spears," he said.
Suzuki gave no indication that
military destiny exploded in their tige.
the pitiful futility
faces by an array of American
When Yoshi was sent to the he understood
power greater than ever they Philippines he said he still be- of his statement.
Acceptance of Shinto and Its
had dreamed.
lieved Japan had tremendous
Today they are prisoners of forces there, capable of repelling doctrines of emperor devotion is
war in this trim, well-run camp. any invasion. He landed at Or- the easiest way to live in the
They have regained health and moc with reinforcements. Gen. Japanese army, said Toshio, 27,
strength' on the standard U. S. Tomoyuki Yamashita was tossing former Buddhist priest and uniArmy rations and lost the dread in for his last-ditch defense. The vegaity graduate. To speak
that their American captors shock of reality, said Yoshi, was against Shinto and its perversion
by the militarists is to court
would torture and kill them. terrific.
he said. He reported that
deah,
They have settled into the dreary
invincibilJapanese
Instead of
routine of waiting for the future. ity, he saw the emperor's troops even the Buddists, who believe
There are 300 soldiers in this fleeing disorganized against in gentleness, are silenced.
None of the prisoners was sure
camp—no officers and none of greatly superior American forces.
the specially trained young fana- Instead of brave, death-defying of being able to return to Japan
particularly if Japan won the
tics. These are the weak, hopewar. Suzuki, the newspaperman,
less or frightened little men who
IT'S LOT MORE COMFORTABLE to be on the giving
expressed the thought of many
dropped by the wayside, short of
end of a Red Cross Dollar . . . than on the receiving
when he said:
the Japanese soldier's creed—to
"As a parent, regardless of
die for the emperor.
end.
The majority of these prisoners —to ease painful bladder irritation race, I want to see my wife and
Japa
Here in Princeton we all have a chance this month to
As
again.
children
starting
four
were recent conscripts,
caused by excess acidity in the urine
military training in 1943, al- Thousands are thanking DR. KU MEWS anese, I would be ashamed to go
do the giving. That's our community's next big job.
them to re- back."
though they were somewhat old- SWAMP ROOT for helping"getting
up et
the cause of needless
Within the camp with few exer than the usual new draftees. 1110V•
Hundreds of volunteer workers are organized and
slgist•". For this pure herbal medicine,
originally crested by a practising physi- ceptions, the prisoners still conTheir training was skimpy and cian,
act• quickly to increase the flow of
ready to handle it. They'll be seeing us.
run-down form to the
stern militaristic
their battle experience limited. urine ... helps relieve backache,
uncomfortable symptoms of
iron
For the most part they were tooling
bladder Irritation. SWAMP ROOT la • tradition. They follow the
We who give, stay at home in comfort and security.
scientific preparation. A combinatioe of ritual laid down in training and
army drudges who hacked carefully
blended herbs, roots, vegetables,
er
harsh
nothing
of
orders
Those who are on the receiving end of our Red Cross
obey implicitly the
through jungles or dragged guns balsams. Absolast•ly
haled-forming when you use Dr. Kilmer'.
to mountain peaks in the ant-like medicine. Just good ingredients that eet higher ranking prisoners. And aldollars are our fighting men and women on our battle
comfort'
new
you
bring
to
most universally they cling to
labor by which the Japanese fast
Send for free, prepaid sample TODAY!
of others you'll be glad the belief in Japan's eventual
commanders consolidated their Like thousands
fronts. They endure indescribable discomforts and
that you did Send name end oddness to
her
positions.
Department C, Kilmer & Co., lac., Roo victory and the myth of
Seed
1255, Steenford, Conn. Offer limited. Root.
risk suffering and death day after day.
armies.
"
Some hoped to be captured to at
"benevolent
once. All druggists sell swamp
escape swaggering, brutal ofFew of us can possibly have a fully comprehensive.
ficers; others were too tired and
ill to care. Most were incapable
idea of what the American Red Cross is doing for the
of fighting back when captured.
sons,
husbands, daughters, wives and families of our
Yoshi, as we shall call him,
was 26 and a Tokyo music teachfighting forces in this war. Here are a few of the
er. A college graduate, he saw
dozens of interesting facts based on Red Cross activithe
through
propaganda stories
of endless Japanese victorien and
ties during the past 12 months. During this period
limitless power even before he
was drafted in late 1943. At trainthe American Red Cross:
ing camp his fellow soldiers were
*Served in 782 Army and Navy Hospitals and 1,117
provincial, uneducated peasants
who jeered and tormented him
Army and Navy Camps and Stations.
because of his education.
His non-commissioned officers
were brutal in their attempts to
make the sensitive music teach* Handled 10,800,000 food packages for prisoners-ofer a swaggering, murderous soldier. Without provocation, Yoshi
War.
said, officers struck him in the
face with a heavy shoe and had
* Trained and recruited nurses for the Army and
him severely beaten for failure
Navy.
to drill smartly enough. More
serious infractions sent the cul* Collected 6,000,000 pints of blood—which alleviatprit to the torture-minded gen-

Japanese Prisoners Of War

Still Think They'll Win Somehow

FAMOUS DISCOVERY
acts fast on the kidneys

ed the suffering and saved the lives of hundreds of
thousands of our wounded men.
These are a few of the things that happen on the receiving end of the dollars you give to the Red Cross
next month.

NOTICE

Over 9,000 men and women are in the American personnel of Red Cross service overseas. Approximately
5,000,000 Americans give all or part of their time as
Red Cross volunteers here at home.

BURLEY MARKET CLOSES ON
VAlaCII 9th,,

America is asked to give $200,000,0001for the year's
Red Cross work. Of this, Princeton and Caldwell
counS,Lyill supply $7700.00.

.

GET YOUR TOBACCO IN BEFORE THIS DATE

Nopkinsville Burley Tobacco
Board Of Trade.

_

_

Give it? Why, of course—promptly and gladly. It's a
privilege. It's easy and comfortable to give. That's the
thought to have in mind when the Red Cross
volunteers call on all of Us next month.
THIS MESSAGE PUBLISHED AS A CONTRIBUTION TO OUR
WAR EFFORT
Your new Town-Clad• 3uit will be lively and smart if you
'choose the illustrated tick weave in spring shades. Chalk,
pin atid fancy stripes are much lighter! 'tailoring is still
designed for canithming good M. Double Breasteds, tool
•libes,V. Pat01.
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Rotation Used On.
Pennyroyal Farms

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY DEPARTMENT OF
HIGHWAYS NOTICE TO
The common crop rotation
CONTRACTORS
system followed by farmers in
Sealed bids will be ,received
the Pennyroyal section of Kenby the Department of Highway;
tucky includes a plow crop, followed by small grain and then at its °Haze, Frankfort, Kenby hay and pasture, says a Ken- tucky, until 10:00 a.m. Central
tucky Experiment Station War Time on the 23d day of
"Farm Management Handbook" March, 1945, at which time bids
based on studies in the Penny- will be publicly opened and read
royal.
for the improvement of:
In the level-land areas, farmCaldwell-Crittenden Counties:
ers having less theft 160 acres SP 17-202; SP 28-66. The Princeof tillable land reported rotat- ton-Marion Road from the north
ions two to five years in length, corporate limit of Princeton to
more than half being' three the south corporate limit of
years, for ,which the most po- Marion, 21.250 miles rock
pular combination is corn and asphalt seal.
tobacco, followed by small grain,
The attention of prospective
grasses and legumes. On larger bidders is called to the prefarms rotations ranged from qualification requirements and
three to six years, with most of necessity for securing certificate
them four years in length.
of eligibility, the special proIn the rolling-land areas,
longer rotations are the rule,
due to the danger of erosion.
Nearly a fifth of these farms,
cdnsiderably more than in any
other group, reported no definite plan of rotation.

e is a scarcity of
tog tobacco plant
J. Kinney of the
xperlment Station
uggests the use of
ire fence method,
ur strips of old
fencing about 20
• wired together
• over one end of
•t fire is built on
one area is judgburned it is movarea, pulled either
tractor.
considers steambeds better than
lieves this method
d seed will be
-ed as wood beSteaming is pre.
the fall. It hardbut if steamed
zing and thawing
preparation of a
ming plus a light
e spring with
talks, says Prof.
ashes from the
ts the soil - crust:

visions covering subletting or
assigning the contract and the
Department's regulations which
prohibits the issuance rot proposals after 4:00 p.m. of the day
preceding the opening of bids.
Further information, bidding
proposals etc. will be furnished
upon application to the Frankfort Office. The right is reserved to reject any and all bids.
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHWAYS
February 21, 1945
Frankfort, Kentucky

Here la a pleasant way to overcome
loose plate dlacumfort. FASTEETH. an
improved powder, sprinkled on upper
and lower plates holds them firmer so
that they feel more comfortable. No
gummy, gooey, pasty taste or feeling.
alkaline (non-acid). Does not sour.
Checks "plate odor" (denture breath).
Get FAISTEETTI today at any drug store.

MARINES TAKE IMPREGNABLE'
JAP PILLBOX ON IWO—American Marines, invading the
no, Islands, dig in after taking what
Jap stronghold of Iwo Jima, Volcawas an "impregnable" enemy pillbox (center background).
hole and bodies, some in open, some
Note Marine in center digging, foxpartly
covered by sand, which are not identified. These are Fourth
Joe Rosenthal, Associated Press
Division Marines. Photo by
photographer on assignment with wartime still picture pool.(AP
Wirephoto).

Pigeon Record

Need To Maintain
Farm Tools Vital

Gillingham, England—A young
amid method of bird in the R. A. F. pigeon ser(Last Week's News)
Ralph Durbin, a farmer in
beds is consider- vice has created what is
Mrs. Betty Jackson and Mrs.
believed
Edmonson county who kept five
directions are a world's
Estelle Barnes, of Dawson, spent
record pigeon flightcows the past year, received Pea• If our boys at the front are -to Sunday
ed. The mateniar
with Mr. and 1VIrS.
1,090 miles from Gibraltar where
008 for milk and his subsidy
e d thoroughly
be
adequate
ly
fed
and
clothed,
Luther
Barnes and family.
he had been taken with a numpayments. Mr. Durbin increased
r 3 or 4 inches
Mrs. Madge Lisanby and son,
number of others to replenish the American farmers must produce
his herd of registered Jerseys resoil must be perlofts.
more (even than last year's re- Bill, who have been visiting Mr. cently
when he bought four
and must be
and Mrs. Evan Hight and Mr.
more head. Farth Agent Stanley
may be neces- plant beds instead of burning or cord crops) with less help, and and Mrs. Estell
Gray of Evans- Hager
says that Durbin weighs
the bed before steaming them. This consists of with fewer replacements of ville, returned
home Friday all of his
milk, and feeds accordid. It is also plowing the usual depth and farm machinery, Agricultural night.
ing to recommended practices.
eat the bed 90 then running again in the same leaders point out.
Miss Elizabeth Capps spent
The supply of farm labor is
ore it is seeded. furrow, throwing up a few inchSaturday -night with Mrs. Milshorter than ever. Agricultural
double plow es of weed-free soil.
4-H Flock Produces
dred Goodall of Dawson.
deferments are being cancelled.
Foster Ponder, a member of
.‘ Mr. and Mrs. Ray Buick of
Machinery replacements are
Evansville are visiting their the Hyden 4-H Club in Leslie
harder to get. This means that
parents, Mr. add Mrs. Elmer county, is getting 99 percent
tractors, farm trucks and equipproduction from his flock of
Jones.
ment—old and overtaxed
Pfc. Harty Menser Ire' Mrs. hens. Foster started 52 chicks
though they may be--must be
Menser of Dawson spent Tues- last year in his poultry project
kept working every possible day
nite with their parents. Mr. and raised 50 of them. The poulminute, if farm
production and Mrs. Elmer Jones.
try goal for 4-H club members
quotas are to be reached.
Mrs. Sarah Casteel visited Mrs. in the county is 20,000 chicks, an
"Our organization," says H. B. Kate
Shropshire in Dawson Sat- increase of 3,000 over a year ago.
Cherr y, local agent of the
urday.
sending your dead stock to war, we Standard Oil Company, "is en- Luther Barnes made a busi- To make white sauce more
deavoring to aid this program ness
trip to Princeton Saturday. savory, add 2 whole cloves and
grease to make Bombs and Bullets
by helping the farmer keep his
Willis Jones, who has been ill, 1/2 small onion.
trucks, tractors and farm equipsten Victory.
is improved at this writing.
Billie, visited relatives in Dawment in fighting trim. Our
Mrs. Minnie Lovell, of Daw- son Sunday.
ill remove your dead stock promptly. drivers
have been trained to son, has
bought the farm o: Mrs.
Mrs. Margaret Gentry and
assist in preserving the life of
us collect.
Sarah Casteel and moved there son, of Dawson,
are visiting per
farm machinery.
last week.
husbands parents, Mr. and Mrs.
"Tractor operators can obtain j
Mr. and Mrs. Ellis Jones and Claude Gentry
this week.
from our drivers a free wartime children
were in Princeton and
Morris Trotter and Allen
maintenance manual, that will Dawson
Sunday.
Redden of Piney Grove were in
help them keep their machines
Mrs. Minnie Lovell and son, this communi
ne — David Payne's Service Station
ty Sunday.
in the fields working, and out of
the repair shop. I urge our farme 423 - Day, and 449 - Night
er friends to take advantage of
this service."
LECTORS OF WASTE GREASE

Sy
E. L DU PONT DE NEMOURS &
CO., INC.,
At The
INDIANA ORDNANCE WORKS
On Construction Of A
"Rocket Powder Plant"
In Southern Indiana
Work week 54 hours, time and
one half in excess of forty.

Room and board available on
project Site for employees only.
Company representative will interview Every Monday and Tuesday and hire at

War Manpower
Commission
United States
Employment Service

The crucial, critical year is just farmer has a friend and
helper In
ahead forAmerica's Farm Forces. his Standard OilMan.
Your neighTl.is is the yea,r they must pro- borly Standard Oil
Man prides
duce MORE(even than last year's himself on being of
service berecord crops) with less help and yond the supplying
of dependable
with fewer replacements of farm fuels and lubricant
s. His experimachinery.
enced advice on lubrication and
However impossible this may maintenance will help
keep your
sound, the American Farmer is machines in the
fight for the
used to doing the impossible. He duration.
will meet this new challenge by
' • • •
working longer, and keeping all
With tank-tracks operatingfrom
his machines in fighting-trim— more than 500 bulk delivery
points,
old and overtaxed though they there's a Standard Oil Man
serving
may be.
your community. Always a good
In keeping hie farm machinery man to know—he can
be especially
fit and fighting, the Southern helpful to you now.

A* year Staedard Oil Mao for
a free COPY et his Wartime
ligalahameos Manual tor farm
OadaMY.

This 64-page book will be of
groat assistaace I. you la Knew/to tne life of year fans
impOpmest.

•

Every Monday and Tuesday
5:00 a.m. te 4 p.m.
203 East Ninth Street
HOPHINSVILLE, KY.

short time left before all unpaid taxes for 1944 will be
d and sold. This means additional expense. Pay now and
requires all male persons between the ages of 21 and 70
poll tax. Your property or salary is subject to execution
this bill.
pelled to collect the taxes, and please call and pay your
avoid advertisement.

RIENDS—These lines are written
just to remind you that the time
has come for us all to pitch in
and raise the 1945 WAR FUND for
our American Red Cross. The money
Is required to enable the Red Cross to
keep up for another year its magnificent work in caring for our service
men and women in every part of the
world, and in aiding their Amities
here at home%
,
The Red Cross is supplying our boys
in enemy prison camps with food,
clothing and other necessities. It is

F

securing whole blood and plasma in
great quantities and flying it to the
various war theaters to MVO dte lives
of the wounded. It is providing hospital workers, medical kits, beachhead
canteens, first aid wherever needed, and
emergency relief.
You and other members of your
family Probably *re halPiall In gam
way with this work. So there's no
need to tell you in great detail how
Important it is today and how it must
be continued.

The President of tb; bolted States
has designated March as Red Cross
Month ... the period for raising the
1945 War Fund. It is surely up to
every one of us to give as generously
U possible. No patriotic American
will do less. Then we can feel that
we're reaching out a steadying hand to
the boys who are fighting and bleeding
and dying to keep isle gas Wed di
dvilhation.

*Do Your Share—Keep Your
Rod Cross At His Side.

Ask General Eisenhower
what your RED CROSS is doing
for our Fighting Men

r
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Prisoner
'
s
Aboard
is In The

G

ENERAL "nut"

knows—better than anybody
else—how many of his
G.I. Joes are saved
wounded
from death by life-saving
Red Cross Blood
He knows how a
Plasma!
young soldier worries
when there's no news from
--or bad news—and
loved ones
httw his spirits rise
when a special Red Cross
message says everything is
Home
Service
O.K. at home.
General "Ike" knows the
way a bombing crew,
back safe from a
sion, go for the coffee
perilous misand doughnuts the Red
Cross girls serve! He
the Red Cross is
always on the job at the
knows haw
front—day and night—to
life a little more like
make G.I. Joe's
the life he left—back
home in the U.S.A.
And this is what
General "Ike" says about
the Red Cross:

"We simply couldn't
get along without it. I
the Red Cross an
consider
doing a perfectly auxiliary of my army. They are
magnificentjob in every way,"

Age his
•
es 14
or/ time he
Pris°6
"
1.
6601
Should a
sokiat b°i1
,
I ow the

IN

ASK G.I. JOE

He'll tell you what
the Red Cross does
for him—and how!
letter to his dad:
Listen to this boy's
"Pop, whenever the
Red Cross comes to
you for money,
spare, and then borrow
give what you can
more, as they are
wonderful
to us."
And here's another:
"Dad, if you help
anything or anybody,
please give to the
they help us. Plenty!If
Red Cross because
it wasn't for
them,
I
don't know what our
would do. So Dad, do
as I say. Help the
overseas soldiers
Red Cross just for
me!"

ASK YOURSELF'

Ask yourself: "Have
I done ,as much as
I can for' my Red
boy's side—ready to
aid, comfort and
Cross—which is at my
cheer him?"
You can't do too
much to help the
devoted workers in this
—who risk their lives
great Army of
over and over again
Mercy
to bring our
proof that they are
millions of G.I. Joes
not forgotten by
the
their
home folks.
The Red Cross is
doing your job--doing
for your boy
you can help by
what you can't do.
giving more to the
But
Red
it's growing bigger.
Cross now. Its job
is
stupendous—and
Give as much more
as you can—today!
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WEST KENTUCKY GAS CO., INC.

SERVICE INSURANCE AGENCY

CAPITOL THEATER
C. A. WOODALL INS. AGENCY
DR. W. L. CASH, MAYOR
PRINCETON FURNITURE AND
UNDERTAKING CO.
CORNIC16011_ CO.
CLAUDE P'POOL

BEDFORD McCHESNEY
SULA AND ELIZA NALL

LANEAVE'S
G. HOMER BROWN
WOOD AND_McELFATRICK

GOLDNAMER'S
KENTUCKY RENDERING WORKS
THE LILLIE F. MURPHY,STORE
PRINCETON STEAM LAUNDRY

MRS. LEONA TRADER
VIRGIL SMITH
McCONNELL ELECTRIC CO.
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THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTULK

Has Good Income How To Relieve
On 30-Acre Farm Bronchitis

Landing Craft Program
In Danger, Federal
Agency Warns

James Rawlings, a young Oreemulaton relieves promptly because It goes right to the seat of the
farmer of Bath county, has trouble to help
loosen and expel
proved that good farm planning germ laden phlegm, and aid nature.
to soothe and heal raw, tender, inand management pay. In 1943, flamed bronchial mucous membranes.
your druggist to sell you
Rawlings bought a 30-acre farm a bottle Tell
of Creomulsion with the unfor $1,600. Although the farm derstanding you must like the way It
was medium to good land, he quickly allays the cough or you are
to have your money back.
bought it cheap because it was
off the road and hard to get. to
for
rhmo COM!,Bronchitis
in the bad weather.
The first year Rawlings grew
3,142 pounds of burley tobaccr
on 2.9 acres and sold it for $1,560.40. He also produced $60
worth of wheat and 24 barrels of
corn which sold for $168. There
was also grazing for some
young dairy stock.
Last year, Rawlings produced
5,452 pounds of tobacco which
sold for $2,620.38 net. He grew "Not For A Day But For
hybrid corn, too, and now has
Years To Come"
on hand more than 70 bushels
of certified seed which at present prices will bring around
$500. In addition, he grazed three
cows, two heifers and two dairy
calves.
Mr. Rawlings, a former 4-H
club member and a charter
member of the Utopia club, was
one of the first producers of
hybrid seed corn in the. county.
He says his su6cess is due to the
use of fertilizer, adapted varieties of certified seed, good
quality livestock and hard work.
Saving his money by buying
war bonds, which he says are
the world's best security, according to Farm Agent Joe R.
Thompson, Rawlings intends to
buy more land when it is again
normal in price.

Due to inability of the Navy
to procure sufficient quantities
of FAS 4-4, 5-4, 6-4 and 8-4
White Oak, its landing craft
program has been placed in a
critical situation, the U. S. Forestry agents have been advised.
Unless more White Oak lumber is made available immediately for this purpose, this program is doomed to failure. So
far the hardwood industry has
not failed a single war program
and an appeal to hardwood operators on behalf of the Navy
T MARINES TO DIE ON IWO JIMA—These Two
Marines, slumped in death, lie where they Lumbering Coordinating Unit to
on Iwo Jima, first victims of Japanese gunfire
.e island began. Marine officers report they are as American conquest of the strategic Nip- channel all their available FSA
engaged in their toughest battle in 188 years.
WOUNDED YANK SINGS ON
photo was made by Joe Rosenthal, Associated Press
NG TROOP SHIP—Upon
Photographer on assignment with the war- White Oak to the landing craft arriving at New York City withRETURNI
still picture pool. (AP Wirephoto).
soldiers wounded in Europe, Pvt.
program until this need is Ruben 'Kent (center) of Macon, Ga., plays his guitar
and sings.
Injured comrades with him are (left to right): Pvt.
satisfied, is being made.
Elmer Fritzel,
ner's Song
Wellsberg, Ia.; Pfc. Verlon Benner, Ionia, Mich.;
Importan
t
Research
In
and
S-Sgt.
Nick
Farmers having this
type A. Maoris, San Francisco, Calif. (AP
(By Associated Press)
Wirephoto).
lumber available and who are
College
Of
Engineer
ing
rd an
Aircraft
CarDo not let vegetables stand in
An important program of en- willing to heln the war effort Drainage Reclaims
The Pacific — A Japanese
water after they are cut.
gineering research in the fields now are asked to contact Ralph Fertile Bottoml
and
er, fished out of the water
An oven shelf that's not level
A. Nelson, farm forester, whose
S.ybeans produced in
By straightening and cleaning
1945 of mechanical, civil, aeronautican cause uneven cakes.
his bomber was shot down,
cal and metallurgical engineer- office is above the Caldwell out a creek and by
will be supported at a price to
terracing
Make a novelty belt by sewing
'ated himself with Marines
ing is going forward in the Uni- County Times, Princeton.
hillsides, George May of Oxford disks
or ovals of bright felt on
carrier by learning the farmers of $2.04 a bushel for versity of Kentucky College of
community, Scott county, re- an old
belt.
and
e Hymn and whistling it green
yellow
varieties Engineering, as a function of the
claimed • eight acres of rich
time he saw a leatherneck. grading No. 2 or better, with college's Bureau of Engineering
bottomland. The terraces kept
risoners could also sing
not more than 14 'percent moist- Research and Development
Market sales for seven some water from dashing down the Symptoms at Distress
Bless America" with enthuArising treat
established in January 1943 by makers
in Christian county to- hillsides to flood the field and
ure content, according to C. E.
the improved creek helped to
taled $2,876 in four months.
George, chairman of the Cald- the school's board of trustees.
In a report just sent in to the
The sale of approximately 8 drain the field. Heretofore unfit DUE TO
Id a glass dish used in well County AAA Committee. Engineering College
Research percent of the tobacco in Morg
for cultivation, the land produc- FreellesitTelis Nese•Trostenwathet
g boil dry, do not add wa- This price is for soybeans de- Association,
of which the Uni- county has exceeded $1,250,000 ed almost 1,500 pounds of to- Most Nap a it WNI Cost Yes Naltleg
livered to country elevators or
til the dish cools.
versity's engineering research
Owe two million bottles of the WILLARD
other normal producer delivery
The White Church 4-H Clu bacco to the acre in 1944, and TRSATMZN
T base be..sold for reliefof
bureau is an affiliate, fourteen of Bell
county is planting tree is now growing rye and vetch Wet touts of Metros.arising from Sessesselt
points.
and
active research projects have on school
Cu. to ISSOINI Addto
be
turned
under
grounds in memory o
Premiums will be
for this ,... Mlweteset.Weave
provided
Sew or Upset Seemed%
lanwebaww. laseplesenees.
the boys of the community lost year's crop. The drainage was Mae
for lower moisture content and been outlined.
to
Add. Sold on 15 days' trial!
Five units have been establish- in
done in cooperation with the Ask forWawa*
Don't leave rubber overshoes
discounts will be made for soythe war.
.11fItlerd's
w bleb fully
ed for research in the College of
IIIIs treettnenHres.--es
near the radiator as it may cause
Mrs. Ruth Calhoun of Trig Scott County Soil Conservation metal=
beans below No. 2 grade. SupDAWSON'S DRUG STORE
Engineering at the University of county
them to crack or get spongy.
WYLIE & PAcCLELLAND
canned 1,210 quarts o District.
port prices will be in effect for
Kentucky. They are the coal re- food
brown, black and mixed soylast year for her family o
search laboratory, the highway
five.
beans, but will run 20 cents
Barley Makes Good
Lester Powers of Hancock
below the top price, for the same materials testing laboratory, the
aeronautic
Ewe,
al
Cow Pasture
laboratory, metal- county primed 288 pounds
grade and
moisture content,
o
lurgical laboratory and the ore tobacco
H. S. Hale, a farmer in PulaGeorge said.
which' sold for $56
ski county reports that 16 acres
dressing laboratory.
hundred pounds.
Loans at suppport prices will
Several Farms For Sale. For quick sale, list
G. J. Tarter of Russell county of barley sowed early in Septbe made to producers for soygrew 10,050 pounds of tobacc ember produced excellent fall
beans stored on the farm. The Service Men Get
on four and one-tenth acres, o and winter pasture for 30 ewes
loans will be available until Jan- Pony College
Paper
and five cows. They started
2,452 pounds an acre.
uary 1, 1946, and will mature
(Hy Associated [Tees)
April 30, 1946, or earlier upon
Coleman Foster of Livingston grazing the middle of October
Santa Ana, Calif.—Santa Ana
and were on the barley every
demand.
unior College announces what it county sold $4,000 worth of bal- day,
except when it was too wet,
rye,
bo
wheat
and
soybeans
to
believes to be "the first experiuntil the first week in December
seed
last year.
ment of its kind Li collegiate
Ballard Man Grows
Hale expects to continue grazHomemakers in Daviess coun
journalism." It is a pony edition
ing them until April when he
Good Burley Leaf
of the campus newspaper, EL ty are studying special ways t
will allow the barley to get
County Agent S. C. Bohana Don, for mailing
to ex-students simplify their work to save time large
enough to cut and thresh.
tells how T. J. Knight of Bar now overseas. The
and
energy.
miniature 4Farm Agent Hugh Hurst says
low became the champion bur page paper is of letter
Henry Blair of Warren count
page size,
that balbo rye has done well,
ley tobacco grower in Bailer 81
/
2 by 11 inches.
reported a yield of 4,114 pound
too.
county. He grew 4,852 pounds o
burley on two and two-tenth
acres in 1942; 5,224 pounds o
' Need a
per acre.
two acres in 1943, and 7,47
Of the 40 441 clubs organize
pounds on three acres in 1944.
in Jefferson county, nine are
Black-Dra
ught
is
This is a three-year average o
Negro clubs, with approximatel
1-Usually prompt
2,438 pounds to the acre.
275 members.
2-Usually thorough
After 1942, Mr. Knight sprea
Nine acres of balbo rye sowe
3-Always economical
36 tons of manure and 2
last fall have provided sufficien
ne 161 and a carton
pounds of potash to the acre
feed since December 1 for 50
There was some loss from wi
ewes on he farm of L. B
our Cottage Cheese
the past year.
Garriott in Trimble county.
Mr. Buchanan says there
be delivered to your
Many Wolfe county farmer,
much interest in growing burle
who used 600 pounds of phostobacco in .Ballard county, an
phate and 400 to 600 pounds o
that many farmers are buyin
fertilizer to the acre and hea
fertilizer and planning to pro
applications of manure got 1,
duce a ton to the acre this sea500 to 2,00 pounds of tobacco a
son.
acre.
Enrollment in the Henderso
EVERYWHERE I went there was the
The Pilgrims on the "May
Right in the field with their regiments
County Farm Bureau had passe
are the Red
flower" were bound for Ne
.1.20 American Red Cross giving its ser- Cross field
the 1,1007mark on Feb. 1.
directors, who act as a link between the
York when they left Holland
vices to our fighting men.It is something soldiers and
their homes.
but landed at Plymouth by nus
fine
to behold, this touch of home which
take.
In most of the hospitals, doing the
recreational and
The island of Manhattan w
the men and women Red Cross workers welfare
work for which the nurses can spare so
bought from the Indians May 6
little
are able to bring to our troops abroad. time, are
1820, by Peter Minuit, a Dutch
the Red Cross hospital girls. With every
medical
Whefl the Red Cross opens up in a new war
theater, unit are countless quantities of the
indispensable blood
its growth has to be as fast as the growth of the Army.
plasma made from the voluntary blood
donations of
The way dubs spring up overnight in newly occupied
the American people.
centers, the way restaurants and dances and movies and
Our soldiers and sailors abroad literally
worship the
dubmobiles and doughnut factories mushroom into life all
Red Cross, and I personally can find nothing
but praise
over a new country, is something that still astonishes
me. to say about its program as I saw it in
operation.
As the tobacco sales season nears its close, I
Heavy 4 pt. Barb Wire
nt to express my deep appreciation to our patrons
o made for us a very successful season. We trust
60 in. Garden Wire
at our services were such that not only you will
me back next season but that you will bring your
Wheat Shorts
ends and neighbors with you. We sold tobacco as
Wheat Bran
h as my house in the district. We also sold as
mon tobacco as any house but. for each and every
Soy Bean Meal
wer we tried to get the best market price for his
duct. Last sale of the season will be held on FriCotton Seed Meal
March 2nd.

CREOMULSION

Ky. Farm News

QUICK RELIEF FROM

STOMACH ULCERS
EXCESS ACID

LAXATIVE?

Your contribution to the Red Cross makes these scenes possible

Hog Supplement

Dairy Feed
Egg Mash
• The wobl shearing season is drawing near, It has
n said by a Government agency that last season
writer handled one third (1/3) of the wool in
stern Kentucky. For the coming wool season I
e with me my son, W. C. Brooks, and we will -be
to give aromptatiervIce and handle a still larger
lime. We have better barehousing facilities to
dle wool and our prices are always the best ob-

Priced To Save
You Money

FIELD WHIM ST TIS PIM Wherever your soldierirosalittsd Cross/peso:0o.Field ptrect
di
iirtiniesorridetg piper,aserett7
Ilea tabu
tented betsfas awn aid th
families. In one month in 1944.1161d Directors
relayed over 35,000 messages.

MOVIE3 MIllikrall VINE
the latest Hollywood :elegies
fellow with ales Lai ofShrill)

Ames son .fests—stock.in.
ecrettiont "Workers at home an overseas..
Your Red Cross speeds up convaltscaucel

VIEW= MIPTO MUM LPL The Red Cross
tesser
tel inforration and help for dise
Te
h It'd Cross answers
meatless3
seepesslops, claims, vocational training.
It is .
satftsts4 to present yetersne
Tb•
Led Cross last his side—aiw.ys/

nable. If our services to you have been satisfactory
your neighboring wool growers and have them
tact us before selling. Call or write us at any time.

Wool buyer and owner of
ooks Loose Leaf Floor

FEDERATED STORES

Thursda ,March 1, 1943

THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY

Pa•e Ten
Salem Jones Promoted
To Be First Lieutenant

Hilbert R. Taylor Wins
Double Promotion in France
Sergeant Hilbert R. Taylor, son
of Mrs. Katie Taylor, S. Jefferson street, was recently promoted from paivate first class to his
present grade, it is announced
from Seventh Army headquarters in France.
• • •

Marine Robt. E. Hammond
Promoted To Sergeant
Marine Robert E. Hammond,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Eugene
Hammond, 832 Mechanic Street,
Princeton, has been promoted
from corporal to sergeant. He is
serving as an aerial gunner with
the Nisitk Marine Aircraft Wing,
in combat training at Cherry
Point, N. C.

Mrs. Salem F. Jones is in receipt of a letter from her husband, stating he has been proGoodwin Thomson Made
moted to rank of first lieutenant.
Lieutenant Jones is stationed at
Navy Radio Technician
Seaman First Class Goodwin a port of embarkation on the
Thomson, son of Mrs. Ruby east coast.
• • •
Thomson, Washington street, and
the late Rev. McKee Thomson, Billy Brown Has Leg
has been promoted to rank of Wound; Mother Advised
radio technician. He is stationed
Mrs. R. W. Brown, who was
at the Navy Pier, Chicago.
recently informed that her son,
• • • ,
Sgt. William (Billy) Brown had
been wounded in action, has reFrank A. Pasteur Gets
ceived a letter from him stating
Medical Discharge
Frank A. Pasteur, son of Mr. that he had a leg wound reand Mrs. Fred Pasteur, Hopkins- sulting from being hit by a shell
vine street, has been given a fragment. His plane crashed, and
medical discharge from the the crew landed in a field in
Army and is at the home of his Belgium. He also stated that he
parents, where his wife and two was now in a hospital in Paris,
children are residing. He has France, and his condition was
been a patient in Welch General somewhat improved.
• • •
Hospital, Daytona Beach, Fla.,
Lide Here
K.
C.
Lieut.
the last several months.

Visiting Relatives

,

,

JUST RECEIVED

450 Auto Licenses
Issued By City Shows

•

Car certified and Select Seed Irish Potatoes
New Crop Garden Seed

Lieut. (j.g.) C. K. Lide, III,
U.S.N.R., Pensacola, Fla., is on
leave visiting relatives here, enroute to Atlanta, Ga., where he
will enter N. A. T. S. From there
he will go to California to complete his course and be assigned
to duty in the Pacific area. His
mother, Mrs. Ruth Lide, will remain here with her sisters, Mrs.
Ed McLin and Miss Frances
Nabb.

• • •
Princeton Boy Is With
5th Marines On Iwo

a

Chief Pharmacists Mate John
Cook Wilson, son of Mr. and
Mrs. E. R. Wilson, Princeton, is
with the Fifth Marine division
fighting on Iwo Jima. A brother,

37 Men Called For
Draft Tests March 5

registrant;
Thirty-six white
of the Caldwell County Selective
Service Board received notices
Auditor's Report
Wednesday to report for pre:
Collections Of $65,448 induction
physical examination
During 1944
Monday, March 5. The list inThere have been 435 motor
cludes: James Edward Lewis.
vehicle licenses for 1945 issued
Eugene Cash Hogan, Aubry Ray
by the City Clerk's office, it Patton, Teddie Blaine Beckner,
was reported at Monday's City Kenneth Wayne Darnell, ThurCouncil session, attended by man Keith Campbell, Clarence
Councilmen Blackburn, Ham- Allen Woodall, Jr., John Dougmonds, Lacey, Jones, Mrs. Mar- las Rogers, James Joe Nelson,
garet Quinn, Mayor W. L. Cash, James Dennis Hodge, Jr., Marpresiding.
shall Ray Tosh, Ottie' Robert
Mrs. Lena O'Hara Cash sub- Clayton, Robert Hugh Routen,
mitted her report as auditor, Gayle Blalock, Robert Henry
showing collections for 1944 ag- Oliver, Harrell McLin Coursey,
gregated $65,448.37, with approxi- Frank Milton Howell.
mately one-half of the total
Robert Cleates Martin, Jakie
coming from the water depart- Oliver Fletcher, Chester Robert
ment. The audit showed retire- George, Raymond Frances Pool,
ment of $2,000 worth of funding James Alton Goforth, Jesse Burbonds during 1944 and balances ton McCaslin, Emmet Cooper
in city funds aggregating $9,- Crider, Mark D. Leroy, Charles
457.75 at the close of the year. Clifton Coleman.
The audit showed $1,191.61 in
Clyde Wesley Pool, Noble
uncollected water accounts for Woodson Robertson, Eugene Debs
1944, and uncollected taxes total- Farless, Jesse William Chambing $1,591.80.
liss, William Howard Eldridge,
The committee in charge of
Frank Arnold Ashby, Homer
by
procuring a truck for use
Garth Fuller, Clinton Hubbard
the water department reported
Blackburn, Melvin Larrie Cothaving reAved the prioritY orton, Virgil Morris Francis, Hazel
der to make the purchase
Nall.
Superintendent Eugene
water
and
Counciland
McCortnell
Harold
men Conway Lacey will go to Rotary Convention At
Louisville the last of the week Paducah Is Cancelled
to get the truck.
A district convention for Rotary clubs of the western half
of Kentucky scheduled for April
18-20 in Paducah has been cancelled.
The meeting was called off in
compliance with the Office of
Defense Transportation asking
the cancellation of all conventions which would be attended
by more than 50 persons.
Box — Printed with
your name and address.

Plants.

0

7.

Always Try

SPECIAL
STATIONERY'
OFFER

Cayce-Yost Co.

60 Sheets 7 31x10%
50 large Envelopes

CORNETIFE'S
Hopkinsyille, Kentucky

NOTICE
As of March 1, 1945, I am winding up the affairs and liquidating the business of Cedar Bluff Quarry.
All persons with claims against Cedar Bluff Quarry should
present them immediately at the office of the firm for prompt
settlement.
Any person indebted to Cedar Bluff Quarry is requested to
arrange for payment of the indebtedness,at the earliest possible
date.

W. C. Sparks

I desire, through this medium,
to express my sincere appreciation and thankfulness to those
who remembered me so kindly
on my ninety-seventh birthday.
The beautiful flowers and
cards, letters, visits, candy, etc.
brought much joy to me
May God bless each of you is
my prayer.
Joseph T. Beck

N.C.McConnell&Son

Sterling (solid) silvet is the first precious possession of the home — an important part of gracious living.
Let us show you—now—distinguished
patterns fashioned by Towle in solid silver. One of the Towle Sterling patterns
... will become the
will suit 3ou perfectly.
focal point of your home.

Cayce-Yost Co.
HopkinsYille, Ky.
SILVER - CHINA - CRYSTAL:JEWELRY

Buttarum Sandwich

FOR SALE-1934 model Chevrolet, good tires; 1937 model
Graham, tires fair; one extra
large refrigerator„ hospital or
hotel size; stoves of every
kind; 200 iron beds, and furniture of all kinds; nice dressers,
dining tables, chairs, rockers;
also boots, shoes, and clothing
for men, women and children.
Bicycles, tools and auto parts;
everything in the used line.
4tc.
J. P'. Morgan

Blue Star Pure Peach

The Salt that you

RUNNING SALT
love to use

2 pound pkg.

tic

Ded Devil

CAKES, bulk

(
lb. 19

Delicious heated,—

lb.

MINCE BARS, bulk

lg. 2 lb. jar

PRESERVES

Old Lacs

Old Master

FREE: If Excess acid causes you
pains of Stomach Ulcers, Indigestion, Heartburn, Belching,
Bloating, Nausea, Gas Pains,
get free sample, Udga, at Daw23-211tp
son Drug Store.

22(

4k

PICKLE PEPPERS 3 oz. btie.
Exchange Brand California

ORANGE JUICE No. 2 can
Kellogg's-1g. Jumbo pkg.

CORN FLAKES

23s
12(

Lady Betty

MAYONNAISE

16 oz. jar 28(

STARTER AND GROWER FEED
25 lb. bag $1.10; 100 lb. $3.75

3 lb. pkg. 31
(

SHORTS

Water Maid

RICE
LitUe Mill

TURNIP GREENS No. 2 can

PINTO BEANS, bulk

Dr. Hallie C. Watt

'11

VTITONIl has a dream — or two — for
the futon. And those dreams ire centered around Home....

STERLINGwill

FOR PROVEN mon LOCKER
rentals, Caldwell County
Locker Plant, see—J. E. or K.
R. Cummins, Telephone 441
or 5204.

•.

if

Card Of Thanks

WANTED—To buy late model
Ford or Plymouth; must be in
good condition. Write P. 0.
Box 325. Princeton, Kentucky.
1tf.
State price.

Phone LW

REGISTERED
DUROC
BOARS
Ready For
Service

P OZPI,I,
-

FOR REN T.—Nicely furnished
For every expression of symbedroom. Modern convenienc- pathy, for the beautiful' floral
Ad113.
es. Close in. Phone
offerings, for each word and
dress 315 North Harrison St. deed of friendship in the recent
2tc.
Mrs. Ivey Conway.
bereavement our beloved wife
FOR SALE: Pontiac coupe; 4 and mother, Mrs. C. B. Meadows,
tires good as rww. R. B. Wil- we are profoundly grateful.
C. B. Meadows
It
liams, Cornick Oil Co.
and Mary Virginia Meadows
FOR S A L E—One International
tractor disc, one John Deere
2-row corn planter, two John Card Of Thanks
We wish to express our apDeere breaking plows, two
Oliver dics team cultivators, preciation to every one for the
one John Deere cultivator. kindness shown us during the
Williams Bros. Phone 3712, sudden passing of our Dear
Husband, father and brother, S.
Eddyville, Ky.
J. Larkins.
FOR SALE-1938 Ford PA T.
May God's blessings be with
truck; 2 speed rear axle with you all.
8314 tires, all in good shape. C.
Mrs. S. J. Larkins
B. Pierce, Princeton, Route 3,
and family
1tp.
near P'Pool's Store.
Always let hot foods cool to
FOR BATTERIES AND BAT- room
temperature before placing
TERY CHARGING,—c o m e to in your
refrigerator.
us. Princeton Auto Sales,
Washington street, Princeton.
ltc.
Plinne 87.

OPTOMETRIST

Pvt. Levine F. Rucker, /he.
son Springs, Route 3, has st.
rived at the Field Artillery
placement Center, Fort Brut
N. C., for basic military trairuat

Card Of Thanks

CLASSIFIED ADS

Complete Plant Food For Better and Healthier

Pvt. Levine F. Rucker
At Artillery Camp

BUILD NOW
FOR TAIORR011

$1.50

VIGORO

in Hopkinsyille
for
Hardwate and Farm Needs

Soil Conservation
Courses Planned

comCattle sold about steady
the
on
ago
week
pared with a
MonPrinceton Livestock Market
Dugan
it was reported by
Farmers Invited To Get day,
Ordway, manager. Baby beeves
$16.50
Information At Rural
topped at $14; No. 1 veals,
and
pounds
160
hogs,
fat
all
and
Schoolhouses
sold
Total
$14.45.
ceiling,
courses up on
conservation
Soil
was 484 head.
sponsored by the Caldwell County Board of Education, in cooperation with the county agri- Card Of Thanks
Through this medium, we decultural agent and the AAA
and
5
March
begin
will
sire to express our thanks
committee,
the
in the Hall, March 6 at White sincere appreciation for
and March 7 at Quinn communi- many kindnesses shown us in
ties, Supt. Edw. F. Blackburn our recent bereavement, the
death of our darling baby, Carsaid Tuesday.
Interested persons are invited los Gill Gillespie. To all who
to attend at 7 o'clock at the spoke consoling words, to those
schoolhouse most convenient to who gave floral offerings, to
them.
Bro. Brooks, the Morgans, and
Purpose is to aid in the soil numerous others who were so
conservation program and to ac- kind to us in our hour of grief,
quaint farmers with the 20 dif- we are most grateftil.
ferent ways in which they may
Seaman and Mrs. John Carlos
earn their soil conservation pay- Gillespie.
ments under the AAA, Mr.
Blackburn said.
The course at Hall will be in
charge of Everett Creasey; at
Quinn, Donald Roberts, and at
White, Cecil Board. A course is
Creswell
the
scheduled for
school March 13, with H. 0.
Beckner in charge, and other
communities may .obtain similar
instructions upon request, provided each has at least 10 interested farmers to enroll, Mr.
Blackburn said.

Everett, is on Guam, and the
third son of the Wilsons is on a
Navy fighting ship in the South
Pacific.

FOR PLANT BEDS

Cattle Market Steady

5
.

lbs.

11(
45(

Staley's Crystal

WHITE SYRUP

2.44

100 lb. bag

4

cod 4
3
;
lb.
-14
1 lb. 21c

Loving Cup—have some on hand

COFFEE
Bay of Fundy

(
15 oz. can 16

HERRING
Sunset grated

5 lb. jar 34

TUNA FISH

7 oz. can

4

FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES

R. Main It.

4

Selected Cobblers

For Sale
Dwelling on Franklin
„Street
4 Room Dwelling, N. Darby

SEED POTATOES
100 lb. bag when

ORANGES

4(

CELERY

AGENT
Telephone 25
PRINCETON, KY.

Fresh

stalk 15(
Fruit, fresh vegetables,

4

bu. 2.99;

Sweet Pineapple variety

193 Acre Farm about 8 miles

John E. Young,

APPLES

ONION sus gal. 1.15; qt. 29(
Green Florida CABBAGE
lb.
Crisp and white

West of Princeton, Ky.

10 lbs. 41
(
packed $3.99

Delicious Roman Beauties

Small yellow

2 Room Dwelling, N. Darby

1
4

Tender and white

PARSNIPS

lb. 84

N
lb. 123(

4
4

4

lb.

4

NEW TURNIPS

lb.

fresh meat. More for your Money all the time.

RED FRONT

CASH& CARRY STORES
,e‘ 4 44

4
4

